d.

Auctioneer,
MAINK.

"SFKJU>

Terme Moderate.
L.

Comtapontlence

Surgeon Dentist,

I

PLOW."

practical agxtcuHural topic·

men. un

la ioUelted.
Addroaa all communication* Itwn.led for thla department to HutBT D.
Hakmokd, Agricultural Editor Oxford Oeirocrat. Pari·. Me.

BUCK.
MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS.

on

TUX

Now ia » good time for the careful
H. P. JONBS,
farmer to get ready for the cbaoge that ia
βοοο to come with the opening of spring.
Dentist,
If one ia well prepared for the apring
thaw, the melting snow and ice, and the
MAINS
SOKWAY,
consequent great surplus of water about
Hour·— 3 to IS—1 to 4.
premise·, it ia likely to cause much less
trouble than it usually does about many
SMITH.
r.
farms.
Damage from the thaw may come in
Attorney at Law.
various waya. The water if allowed to
MAINS.
SOKWAY.
run where it should not, will wash away
Collection» a Specialty. soil where it is needed. Sometime· it
Hurue Block.
will run into cellars when it might easA PARK.
ily be led away where it would do no
harm. A low shed ia likely to become
at
Law,
Attorneys
muddy and sloppy if the melting snow is
MAINS.
not properly drained away.
USTHSL,
Park.
Sllery CIt is extremely disagreeable for the
A.ldUon S. Herrlck·
people who have to go about the farm to
be compelled to walk through or around
puddle· of mud or pools of water which
might be prevented from accumulating.
How frequently do we see farm houses
Me.
which in the spring are surrounded by
14 Main St., Norway,
such troublesome and unsightly places!
Now is the time to clean out the gutters
and drains about the farm house and
barn, especially about the barnyard. A
barnyard is kept clean with difficulty at
the beet, and if it is not well drained and
prevented from becoming the settling
place of melting snow and ice in the
Lead
All Kinds of
spring, it is likely to become not only
a disagreeable but a dangerous place for
and Iron.
stock and man as well.
It is hardly cleaning up time yet, but
TtUphoa* 134-11.
only a few weeks will elapse before the
ground will be bare and all the unsightly
J. WALDO NASH,
accumulations of winter will be exposed
and ready for a good clean up. Meanwhile, there is nothing quite so satisfactory as to be ready for the change when
it comes, and to be prepared for what-

j jK.

[

££KRRICK

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

Pipe Repairing,

Licensed Taxidermist,
Temple Street,

rear

Masonic Block,

Telephone Oonnaction.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

may happen.
When spring actually does begin, and
NORWAY.
the farmer finds opportunity to get out
on to his land and spread more manure
for the spring plowing, or for the spring
dressing of his grass land, then he should
have his mind and his hand· free from
any of the work which should have been
completed in the winter, such as cutting
wood and timber, or ine!de repairs and
improvements on house, baros or sheds.
—Maine Farmer.
ever

Optioian.

MPrinsiOtivIM.

Utter Ια the Poultry House.
Nothing is more conducive to health
and vigor in the flock than an abundance
of litter in the poultry house. There la

>

tine stimulant to exercise when the
daily grain ration is scattered in the litter, and the hens must scratch and work
to tind their food. Untbreshed grain is
excellent for bens; and it is a good practice to stack some grain nearthe poultry
On·
house for the use of the poultry.
of the best small grains is common pearl
millet, well-ripened. This makes tine litter, and the small seeds are highly relished by poultry, old or young. It one does
not have thene feeds at hand chaff from
the straw-Htack will make good litter,
and there should be an abundance of it.
It should be at least eight inches deep
on the door, and it should be renewed
as often as it becomes damp and dirty.
The hens mu«t not suffer from cold
feet, either by going out on the snow or
standing on the cold, damp doors.
This, more than any other one thing,
leads to disease in the dock and consequent lack of protit. Cold feet will reduce the hen's temperature, and thus expose her to the germs of disease. Pasteur, the Freoch scientist, desired to inoculate a hen with anthrax, but it was impossible to do so, until the hen's ternperture was reduced by compelling her
This proves conto stand in cold water.
clusively that cold feet reduce the vitality of the dock.
Whatever kind of tioor, whether of
wood, earth or cement is used in the
poultry house, it must of necessity be too
cold for comfort, anywhere in Minnesota.
Hence the necessity of an abundance of litter covering the tioor. If
straw is not available, tine bay ma; be
used, or any other dry material. Shavings may be used, but they are dot recommeuded, as often too much wood is
picked up with the grain, and its
fibers obstruct the crop. Dry peat may
be used; it gives good satisfaction in
It must be
some parts of Minnesota.
stored in a dry place, and never used
when damp.
Use an abundance of some kind of litter; for it is as essential as feed to success with poultry.—Ν. E. Chapman, Extension Div., Minn. University Farm.
a
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Remedy

k Reliable

FOR

CATARRH

Ely'squickly

Cream Balm

absorbed.
it
6n«s Relief at One*.

It cleanse*, soothes,
ami protects
Lvols
tlie ilinoased mem·
braue resulting from Catarrh and drivée
Restores
away a Cold iu the Hem! quickly.
the Senses of Tast· ami Smell. Full -ize
Liquid
iu eta. at Druggists or by mail.
Cream Knhu (or use iu atomizers 75 cts.
Llv Brother*, 5t"> Warren Stmt, New York.

Men Wanted.

Chauffeur or
Automobile Engineer.

Be

a

to
We need men
train. In three week»,
to £*> weekly.
Kasy

positions paying 9'A>
work, abort hours. Meet Spring positions
for

five year* of
PORTLAND AUTO CO..

Driving an<! Uaru«e work.

■•«β*.

Write

now

Portland, Maine.

K. W.

now
β ne-

|

(HANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnlah DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reaaonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of finish for Inside 01
Outalde work, «end In your order·. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Caab.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Pine

E.

W.

and Job

Work.j

Sheathing for Sale.

Live Slock Exchange.
The Maine Live Stuck Breeders' Association has established a live stock exchange whereby its members may list
stock that they have for sale and aoy
person desiring stock may receive from
the Secretary without expense a list of
such animals as he has on his records.
At the present time there is on the list
for sale, Ayrshire heifer calves, young

(IIWDI.ER,
Maine.

Weal Sumner,

50 Men Wanted
once to learn auto driving and repairing by
Beet positions
practical garage experience

at

now open
at once for

We

can

double your salarv.

Write

HAMLIVfOSTKR
particular·.
3-15
COMPANY, tMfore St, Portland, Me.

Ayrshire bulls, Guernsey bulls, Jersey
cows and young stock, Holsteln bull and

bull calf.
In accordance with the plan formed at
15 vears expert Watch-1 the last annual meeting the Secretary,
R. VV. Redman. Orono, is sending to the
maker with Bigelow.
several live stock committees lisle of
Kennard 4Co., Boston. breeders of the various kinds of stock in
the state, obtained through the National
These lists
Herdbook Associations.
All Work
comprise several thousand names, which,
Uuarantced.
while not correct in every detail, are the
best that can be obtained and will help
A little out of the way in making the Maine Live Stock Breed·
ere' Association more useful. People inbut it pays to walk.
terested are invited to ooreepond with
the Secretary.

|

ΟΕΛβ,

WATCHES.

CLOCKS |

AND JEWELRY.
Wltb Optometrist Parmenter, Norway, Ma.

Men Wanted
to leqrn Auto driving
repairing.
Beat
Thorough mechanical training.
We can
aoon.
will
open
Spring positions

and

Particulars free.
HAMLIN FOSTER AUTO CO.,
454-456 Fore St., Portland, Me.

double your salary.

v-tf

Easter
PORTLAND AND
NEW YORK LINE

Steamer· leave frank
Un Wharf, Portland,

Tuesday·, Thursday·
and Saturday a at β p. m.
returning leaving Pier
14, North River, foot of Fulton Street, New York,
same daya at 5 p. m.
Φ/4 <>ne Portland and φ "7 Round
New York
φ/ Trip
Φτ" Way
I Portland Llae Service

Potato Exchange.
Tb9 first organization to be effected in
Maine after the plan of the Long Island
Potato Exchange, and as a result of the
agitation and discussion of the question
of oo-operation in marketing by C. B.
Embree of Long Island, is the Maine
Central Potato Exchange, which was
organized at Brunswick by State Dairy
Instructor W. T. Guptill of Topshain.
The company has a capital stock of
$10,0U0, the par value of shares being #10.
Its object is to assist the farmer in raising, storing and sale of his potatoes.
This exchange similar to others which
undoubtedly will be organized, covers
the territory from Free port to Richmond.
Temporsry officers were elected aa
follows: President, Mr. Guptill; secretary-treasurer, W. S. Rogers. Catbance;
directors, Prank S. Adams, Bowdoio;
James K. Estabrook, Brunswlok; and L.
H. Lamoreau, Bowdolnbam.

How is the barn lookiog? Is the floor
Leave rranklln Wharf
scatPortland, week day· at covered with litter and are things
Service to
7 p. m returning leave tered about the place in a hit-or-mlss
Boston week day· at 7
Kadport, Lubec
fashion, or do yon keep the building
nd St John.
p. m Steamships Gov-1
and looking as neat as a kitchen, or as near
ernor
Ding ley
There seems to
to that as la possible?
Cam len.
Steamer· leave be a feeling among a good many people
.'iu rnational Lies Service.
1 ortland at about S a. m. oa rrtdaya, returning tLat it doesn't make
any difference how
tor Port Un 1.
wsve Boeton Mondays st # a. m
barn appears. If the things needful
leavlDK there at 5 p. m. for Eaatport. Lubec and the
St. John. Stesmsnlp Calvin Auatln.
are all there, why no matter how they are
Fare between Portland and Boeton $1.00. arranged. A lot of hay may be heaped in
Statsrooina $1 00.
one corner, pumpkins may be piled up
Moahegaa elsewhere and litter o( varions descripSteamer
oa
Portland
leaves
AND Taedays and rrtdaya tions may be over the floor, so that it
to
at 7 a. m. for Rockland make· the barn look a bit uninviting
and Intermediate land
the aaa who drops in to look over the
log·.
stock. Why oot get busy jand clean up
Express Service for Freight; all rates IncluJe the place? It won't take sô long as one
Marine Inaurance.
to do thla, and then it will
For reservations sad all la torstation sddress imagine·
cleaa with â few
H a. CLAY. Agent Maine Steamship Uae._or be easy to keep the floor
J f L1SCOMB. General Aeent
minutes' labor every day thereafter.
ship Lise·, franklin Whxrf, Portland

PORTLAND UNE

PORTLAND
ROCKLAND LINE

__

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Before planting any large quantity of
small grain, grass or olover seed, send a
sample to your state experiment station

woman

and

a

pleasure.

girL

It. but be could curse it deeply and
violently, which he did.
"Wait, Moloch, wait Tou and 1 are
not done with each other yet! Walt!

he side glanced, was afFitzgerald,
forded u shiver of pleasure. He recognized the girl. It was abe who had
given the flowers to the veteran.
"Thut Is u remarkably fine young
woman," said Breltmann. echoing
as

(Jetting Ready for Spring Work.

All my beet work warranted.

elderly

Napoleon

bis natlrc land she adorned when
not gracing European capitals. Well,
thin was uo time for mooning. He bad
arrived from London the day preceding nnd was leaving for Corfu on the
morrow, and perforce he must crowd
of
many things into this short grace
<>r

PROLOGUE.
what a word to
with in the realm of romance/ A treasure put together
to rescue him from St. Helena.
—

conjure

Gold—French gold, English gold,

time.

Today his sightseeing ended In the
hall of Turenne, before the souvenirs
of the Duc de Relchstadt, so called
Foor, little lead
the king of Rome.
soldiers, tarnished and broken; what
Abused, ignored,
a pathetic history!
his childish aspirations trampled on,
the
treasure
Where
is
creted?
the name and glory of his father made
itself to be found? Who will win sport of: worried as cruel children
the beautiful American girl, the worry m puppy, tantalized, hoping
the
plucky American newspaperman against hope that this nightIn or
at the
or
the mysterious adventurer next his father would dash
head of the Old Guard and take him
whose comings and goings are

Spanish pieces of eight,
gold—all waiting for a claimant
in a rotting chest somewhere in
Corsica. Where is the key to the
hiding place of the treasure seAustrian

watched by the secret agents of

great governments?

two

With

such themes as these, what wonder that Harold MacGrath, that
prince of story tellers, has created in "A Splendid Hazard"

Jhe

fascinating
yet come from

most

that has

romance

his pen.

CHAPTER L
A

MEUOUIAL DAT1.

A

BLURRING rain fell αρυη FarIt was the 10th
is that day.

of J utie. To Fitzgerald lliere
was something electric in the
date.
Many years before this date
had tnarked the eud to a certain hua
dred days, the eclipse of a sun more
dazzling than Rome In the heyday of

her uugust Caesars hud ever knowu—
A little corporal of artilWaterloo.
lery. from u cocked hat to a crown,
from Corsica to St. Helena—Napoleon.
Fitzgeruid us he pressed his way
along the Houlevurd des invalides, his
umbrella swaying and suupping in the

wind much like the sail of a derelict,
could see lu fancy that celebruted
held whereon this eclipse had been
supernully prearranged. Lie held the
haudle of the umbrella under his arm.

for the wind had a temper mawling
and destructive, and veered into the
Flu· e Vauban. Another tnun coming
with equul haste from the opposite
direction, from the entrance of the
touib itself, was also two parts hidden
The two came
behind an umbrella.
together with a Jolt as sounding us
that of two old crusaders lu a friendly
Joust. Insiautly they retreated, lower-

ing their shields.
"I beg your pardon." said Fitzgerald
in French.
"It 1» of no

eousequence." replied the
stranger, iuughing. "This is always u
devil of a corner ou a windy day."
Ills French had a slight German twist
to it.

Briefly they inspected each other, as
strangers will, carelessly, with annoyand umusement interplaying in
their eyes and on their Hps. all in a
trifling moment. Then each ruised his
hat und proceeded as tranquilly uud
unconcernedly as though destiuy had
uo ulterior moflve in bringing them
And yet when
thus really together.
they bad passed and disappeared from
each other's view both were struck
with the fact that somewhere they bad
ance

met before.

Fitzgerald went into the tomb, his
head bnredNapoleon had ulways
been Fitzgerald's hero; but be did not
worship him blindly, no. He knew

him to have been a

ing

man,

brutal, domineer-

unscrupulous In politics, to

whom woman was either a temporary
toy or a stepping stone, not ovenmrtlcular whether she was a dairymaid

Austrian princess—In fact, a
rascal, but a great. Inventive, splendid,

or

an

oua

courageous
Near to Fitzgerald stood an eiueny
The old fellow was
man and η girl.
fine type of manhood, perhaps in
u
the sixties, white haired, and the

A plaything for Metterback to I'arlx
nleh! Who can gaze ui»on those little
toys withont a thrill of pity!
"I'oor little codger!" Fitzgerald murmured aloud.
"Yes, yes!" agreed α voice In good
English, over his shoulder. "Who will
ever realize the misery of that boy?"
at once recognized hie

Fitzgerald
Jousting opponent

of the

previous hour.

Further, this eecond appearance
freshed his memory. lie knew now
re-

whore he had met the roan; he even
recalled his name.
"Are you not Karl Breitmann?" he
asked with directness.
And you are—let me think.
"Yes.

Yes; I have IL You are the American
correspondent, Fitzgerald?"
"And we met In Macedonia during
the Greek war."
"Right! And you and I, with a handful of other scribblers slept that night
under the same tent"

tall and lithe, too. with the subtle
hint of the woman. There were good
taste and sense in her garments. ▲
bunch of Parma violets was pinned
against her breast.
«ras

Between Fitzgerald and the girl was
He had turned eighty tf
s veteran.
His face was powder blown,
• day.
an empty sleeve was folded across
his breast snd the medal of the Legion
Aa
of Honor fell over the sleeve.

curiously.

"Oh. I'd use it ugainst porters and
waiters and officials. There's nothing
I have observed a good deal.
like it.
It bus a magic sound, like Orpheus'
lyre. The stiffest back becomes supine
at the first txviukle of It"
"1 should like to travel with you.
Mr. Fitzgerald." said Breltmann musingly. "You would be good company.
Some day, perhaps, I'll try your prescription. but I'm only α poor devil
of α homeless, landless baron."
Fitzgerald sat up. "You surprise me."
"Yes.
However, neither my father
nor my grandfather used it and as
the pitiful few acres which went with
h is a sterile Bavarian hillside I have
used it either.
peerage nor the

never

Almanach de
the
Gotha make mention of it, but still
the patent of nobility was legal, and
I could use it despite the negligence
of those two authorities."
"You could use it in America. There
are not many 'Burkes* there."

been talking for a full hour. They exchanged cards, and Fitzgerald, with
his usual disregard of convention, invited Breitmann to dine with him that
evening at the Meurice.
Ue selected a table by the window,
dining at 7:30. Breitmann was prompt.
In evening clothes there was something distinctive about the man. Fitzhimself a wide traveler and a man of the world. Instantly
saw and was agreeably surprised that
he had asked a gentleman to dine.
Fitzgerald was no end: he would have
been Just us much Interested In Breitmann had he arrived In a cutaway

gerald. who

wan

But chance acquaintances, as a
rule, are rudlmental experiments.
Breitmann was
They sot down.

sack.

full of

wore

and as the

surprises,
Fitzgerald

on

evening

remembered

having seen Breltmaun's name at the
The
foot of Lie newspaper stories.
man had traveled everywhere, spoke
five languages, had been α war correspondent. a sailor In the south seas

"You dou't look It"
"Ah, one does not need to dissipate
The life I have led
to live quickly.
has kept m* in health and vigor. But
You are not a man who travels

you?

without gaining material."

had a few adventures,
something like yours, only not so
widely diversified. I wrote some suc"I

have

cessful short stories about China once.
I have had some good sport, too, here
and there."
"You live well for a newspaper cor-

respondent,"

suggested

Breitmann.

sodding at the bottle of twenty-elght-

Fear-old Burgundy.

'Oh, It's a habit we Americans
have." amiably. "We rough It for a
on

bacon and liver and

home to be hampered by Intellectual
My vest will never reach
the true proportions which would

boundaries.

1
"Thanks, mademoiselle, thanks!
make me successful In politics."
him when they brought him back
"You are luckier than I am," BreitGuard
from St Helena, and the Old
He sipped his wine
waded out Into the Seine. Those were mann replied.
and with relish. How long was
an old
mademoiselle;
slowly
Thanks,
days.
tasted a good chambersoldier salutes your And the time- It since he had
tin?
bent withered form grew tall.
Perhaps Fltxgerald had noticed It
Fitzgerald cleared his throat, for Just
Breitmann came In. The lattefs
then something hard had formed there when

velvet collar waa worn, there was a
suspicions gloss at the elbows, the cuff
battons were of cheap metal, his On·
But the
gers were without rings.
American readily understood. There
an lean yean and fat yean In Jour·

dully.

Perhaps

It

waa

the

CHAPTER II.
THE

you as a Jest."
They both became untalkative as the

Τ

RKM ARK ABLY

WOMAN."

TOUHO

VINS

Finally Breitmann laio

came.

down the end of bis cigaiette.
"I have to thank you very mnch
for a pleasant evening. Mr. Fitzgerald."
It has done
"Glad i ran luto you.
1 leave for tbe
me no end of good.
I» there any possieaet tomorrow.
bility of seeing you in the Balkaus
this fall?"
1 am going to try my luck
"No.
In America again."
"My club address you will find on
It's only
You must go?
my card.

the shank of the evening."
Some
"I have a little work to do.
day 1 hope 1 may be able to set as
good a dinner before you."
"Better have a cigar."
"No. thank you."
And Fitzgerald liked him none the
So he went
lees for his firmness.
far as the entrance with him.
"Don't bother about calling a cab,"
said Breltmaun. "It has stopped raining and tbe walk will tone me up.
Good night and good luck."
And they parted, neither ever expecting to see the other again and equally
careless whether they did or not.
Breitmann walked rapidly toward
as

the river, crossed,

and at length en-

gloomy old pension over a
restaurant frequented by bargemen,

tered

a

As
students and human driftwood.
he climbed the badly lighted stairs, a
wearing
little, gray haired man.
spectacles, passed him, coming down.
A "pardon" was mumbled, and the

little man proceeded luto the restaurant, picked a Figaro from the table
littered with newspapers, ensconced
himself In a comfortable chair, and
srdered coffee. No one gave him mor»»
The quarter
than a cursory glance.
was indigent, but ordinarily respect
Abley and It was only when some
noisy Americans invaded the place
that the habitues took any unusual interest In the coming and going of
itrangers.
Up under the mansard roof there
was

neither

gas

nor

electricity.

his two candles,
divested himself of hie collar, tie and
coat, and flung them on tbe bed.
"Threadbare, almost! Ah. but I waa
hungry tonight. Did he know It?
To
Why the devil should I care?
work! Up to this night 1 have tried
to live more or less honestly. I have
Breitmann

lighted

tried to take the good that is In me
and to make the most of it. And,"
Ironically, "thie is the result I have

failed. Now we'll see what 1
complish In the way of being

can ac-

a

great

rascal."
He knelt before a small steamer
trunk, battered and plentifully labeled,
From η
and unscrewed the .lock.
cleverly concealed pocket he brought
forth a packet of papers. These he
placed on the table and unfolded with
almost revereut care. Sometimes he

shrugged, as one does who Is confronted by huge obstacles, sometimes
he laughed harshly, sometimes his
Jaws hardened and his fingers writhed

and
this
Ink.

bad done—and many
time he had repeated
performance, studied the faded
the great seal, the water marks—he
hid them away In the trunk again.
He now approached the open win-

When he

many

a

dow tad leaned out

a

Glittering ?·**■»

"It has Its whimsical Bide. Here la
man who may some day blow up
France, and yet we can put no band

a

him till he throws the bomb."
"But there la always time to stop
the flight of the bomb. That shall be
my concern—that Is. If monsieur is not
becoming discouraged and desires me
to occupy myself with other things. I
repeat: I have rheumatism, I apprehend tbe damp. lie will go to Amerion

ca."
"Ah' it would be a very good
If he remained there."
The little man did not reply.
"But you say lu your reports
you have seen him going about
What is
eome of the Orleanlsts.

plan

your

inference there?"
"I have not yet formed one. It
bit of a riddle there, for the crow
the eagle do uot fly together."
"Well, follow him to America."
••Thanks. The pay is good and
work Is congenial." The tone of

Is a
and

the
the

little man was softly given to Irony.
Gray haired, rosy cheeked, a face
smooth as a boy's, twinkling eyes behind spectacles, he was one of the
most astute, learned, and patient of
tbe French secret police. And he did
not care tbe flip of his strong brown
Angers for the methods of Vldocq or
His only disguise was that not

Lecoq.
one of the criminal police of the world
knew him or had ever heard of him;

and save his chief and three ministers
of war—for French cabinet·' are given
to change—bis own immediate friends
knew him as a butterfly hunter, a
searcher for beetles and scarabs, who,
Indeed, was one of the first authorities
in France on the subjects: Anatole
Ferraud. who went at»out. hither and
with a little red button in bis

thither,
buttonhole and a tongue facile in a
dozen languages.
"Very well, monsieur. 1 trust that in
the near future I may bring you good

news."
"He will become nothing or the most
desperate man In Europe."

"Admitted."

"He is a scholar too."
"All the more Interesting."
s"As a student in Munich he has
been
fought his three duel·. He has
He
a war correspondent undér fire.

is a great fencer, a fine shot, a daring rider."
What a country
"And penniless.
they have over there beyond the
Rhine! He would never hare troubled
his bead about It had they not harried
him. To slfr up France, to wound her

He will be a man of great
secret
courage and resource," said the
agent, drawing the palma of his hands

if possible!

together.

"In the end, then, Germany will
offer him money?"
"That le the possible outlook."
"But, suppose he went to work on
his own

responsibility?"

"In that case one would be Justified
in locking him op as ft madman. Do
bot·
you know anything about Alpine
terflles?"
"Very little," confessed tbe minister.
"There is often great danger In getting at them: but the pleasure is commensurate."
"Are there not

rare

butterflies in

the Amazonian swamps?" cynically.
MAh, but this man has good blood
IB him. and if be mss at ftll bs wUl

the dinner checks."
"Done!"
"I'll take half of that bet" said
Cathewe, rising. "It will be cheap."
Ten minutes later the two older
men saw
Fitzgerald bang tbe tray
from his shoulders and take bis posi-

tion

on the «-orner.
"I love that chup, Hewitt; be la what
! always wanted to be. but couldn't
Cathewe pulled tbo drooping
be."
"Heaven on
ends of his mustache
earth, will you look! A policeman Is

fresh description.
Today tbe Italian vender

arguing with him."
"Dut 1 bought him out,," protested
"There'· no law to preFitzgerald
vent my selling these."
"Oh. I'm wise. We want no horseplay on this corner; no Joyful college stunts." rouRhly.
Fitzgerald saw that frankness must
"Look
be his card, so he played It.

Fitzgerald was thirty, with a clei.u
shaven, leun and eager face, rnwot In
tone, well offset by tbe fine blue even
which bad tbe faculty ot seeing little
and big things ut the same time lie
was a

Do you see those two gentleIn the window there?"
"The club?"
"Yea
I made a wager that I could
sell one of these statues in half an
bour. If you force me off I'll lose a
dinner."
"Well, I'll make a bargain with you.
You can stand here for half an bour,
but if you open your mouth to a woNo fooling; I'm
man I'll run you In.
I'm golug to see
talking straight.
what your game Is"
here.

men

free lance In all the abused won!

implies, and he lived as he pleased
snendlng bis earnings freely and often
knowing that tbe little bis
father had left him would keep a mod
erately hungry wolf from tbe door
He bad been burn to a golden sp«H>n.
but the food froui the pewter oue lie
uow used tasted Just as good.

;S,

"I agree."
So the policeman turned to his crosslug and reassumed his authority over
traffic, all tbe while never losing sight
of tbe impromptu vender.
Many pedestrians paused. To see a

"So here you are! I've been In tbe
billiard room and the card room and
"
the barroom

"Talking of barrooms!" Fitzgerald
"Sit down.
reached for the button
Hewitt, old boy Glad to see you .Now
I I'll tell
'^fOW WR'H. SHE WHAT I CAN ACCOMPLISH
you right off the bat. nothing
"
I will
IN TUK WAY OV Ο KINO A GBXAT BASCAL J
persuade me. For years I've been
to the four points of tbe com
Now the subject of these desultory I Jumping
at the beck of your old magazine
I
musings went directly to the BIblio- pass
I and syndicate I'm going to settle down
theque Nationale. The study he purwrite α novel."
sued was of deep Interest to him. it I aud
"Pitflet" grow led the editor, dropping
concerned a butterfly of vast
tlons and kaleidoscopic In color loug I his lanky form Into a cbalr.
"Piffle it aiay be. but I'm going to
ago pinned away and labeled among
It had I bave a whack at it. if 1 ever do au
others of lesser brilliancy.
s
cast a flne shadow in its brief flight. I other nrlHe It will be ns α millionaire

well dressed young

few
suggestions.
them back in kind

J

But the

species

was now

At

extinct.

I private

I should like to
secretary
his methods for saviug bu»
money. What is It this time'/"
"A dash to the uorth pole.'

particu-1 study

least so the historian of this
lar butterfly declared. Hybrid?

#

and use blunt facts in place of
It will surprise them."
Each German chancellor has

macy?

diplo-1 mine,
j

become!
political I

except in silver biu-kete.
"You've made a pretty good thing out
of ns-sometbing like five thousand a
year and your expeuso»-und with tue
credentials we've always given you

secrets as

Fer-1
I
be-1

worn

princes

j

to you one moment."
"I havo seen some documents."

"Forgeries!" contemptuously.
"Not In the least." suavely.
In every part genuine.

bis own."

j

j
"They!

They

arel

I

When

even

hlsl
sign from the navy because of
I
tricks at cards, whv I doubt If he could
If I
stir up a brawl In a tavern. Really,
there was a word of truth In the affair, I
It I
we should have acted before this.
I
Is all Idle newspaper talk that Germany
wishes war; far from It. Still, we lose I
the I
no point lo fortify ourselves against
possibility of It Some one has beenl
j
telling you old wives' tales."
"Ten thousand marks," almost in·I
j

audibly.

tHel

"What was that you said?" cried
chancellor, whirling round abruptly,
the words startled him.
"Pardon me! I was thinking out load

fori
j
I

j
re-l

about a sum of money."
And yet the chancellor
"Ah!"
nllzcd that the other was telling
us plainly as he dared that the
poveranient bad offered such a sum to
forward the very Intrigue which

himl

German!

|

that will Inst"
"Write your epltapb. Jack." drawled
a deep voice from the reading table
"Thafs the only sure way. and even
that le do good If your marble Is

something

to

you."

service!
j
your ex-l

"I can readily believe that,
eelleney," not to be outdone In the
ter of duplicity. "I thank you for

and retains a little

chief mourner if Jack takes up uovel

"You've been up north. Arthur," said
"What's your advice?"
"Don't do it You've often wondered
bow and where I lost these two digits.

Fitzgerald.

Arthur Cathewe was a tall, loose
limbed man. forty-two or three, rather
handsome, and a bit shy with most
folk. Barely any one saw blm outside
He had few Intimates, but
the club

mat-1

yourl

Jackl"

and

place.

and found that he was dead. It was
α cas<> of heart failure, with nothing supernatural about It. Yet sometimes it seems as if Death sent a se-

only

cret messenger ahead to warn the
spirit of his coming, aud the soul thus

warned rises and awaits the Presence
Xo one could ask to die
with u kindlier thought in mind than
that which this man bad, nor can every daughter cherish so sweet a mem-

standing.

"Why.

ory.—Youth's Companion.

to see you.
all that was

that was
All the enthusiasm

was

Cromwell'a 8purs.

necessary.
Catbewe was aldown deep below.
time."
ways In funds: Fitzgerald sometimes;
"I hadn't the least Idea that you
but there was never any lending or
In the service; butterflies and
borrowing between them. This will
macy!" with a hearty laugh.
do much toward keeping friendship
?
"It is only temporary."
The elder man waa a great
green.
"Your 'Alpine Butterflies'
been everywhere,
hunter: he had
favorably with 'The Life of the Bee.'
He
north and south, east and west
a
compliment!"
"That Is
very great
fooled away his time at
never
I
ex·
interview,
the
And with this
pigeons and traps; big game, where
traordinary in all ways, came to an! (be betting was even, wbere the ant

j

It is generally acknowledged that
the most brilliant light cavalry officer
Great Britain has ever produced waa
It is therefore peOliver Cromwell.
cullary unfortunate, but it is never·
theless α fact, that on the statue of

were!

diplo-1

compares!

mal had almost the same chance as
tolerably
ne could be
man.
humorous upon occaslors. The solemn

Protector which stands outside
Westminster ball the spurs are represented as attached to the boots upside
down. Further, the left spur Is on tb·
right foot, and the right is on the left,
wbile it is in-isted by the best expert·
that the spurs are not of the period.—
"l'be Bargain Book."

dor

Jim, who worked in a garage, had
just declined Mr. 8mltb's invitation to

"I
I

Neither man had fooled the!
end.
other, neither had made any mistake!
in his logical deductions, and, in a I
chan l
way. both were satisfied. The
cellor resumed hie more definite labors,!
aud the secret agent burred away to I
j
the nearest telegraph office.
"So I am to stand on these two!
feet?" M. Ferraud ruminated, as bel
took the seat by the window in the
second class carriage for Munich. "All
the finer the sport. Ten thooea nd
marks! He forgot himself for a moment. And I might have gone farther
and said that 90.000 marks would be
added to those 10,000 If the bribe was
accepted and the promise fulfilled."
Ah, It would be beautiful to untangle
this snarl nil alone. It would be the
finest chaw that had ever fallen to hi*
lot. No grain of sand, however small,
should escape blin. There were fools
In Berlin as well as lu Parie, and he
knew what be ku9*. "Neyer a nor·

from the first

no reply, and the girl, turning, saw
that her father's head had fallen forward on his breast. She went to him

Up there."

"Glad

piece

A Father'· Laet Question.
A New York business man suddenly
said to his daughter, "Helen, have I
been a gixid father to you?" "Certain
ly you have. Why d<> you ask such a
questiouV" she answered. There was

writing."

same

thai

When the best compositions
abeet.
have been selected the candidates bar.
Ing the pieces that fit the torn placée
are declared winners in the competl·
tlou.—Chicago Itecord-Herald.

"Oh, Catbewe. this is not your
funeral," retorted the editor.
"Perhaps not All the same. I'll be

together In the
hello, Arthurl"

of

day's work each candidate, when preparing his papers for handing in, tears

spongy."

"Publicity!
nor|
j

name

he works at the tests provided to show
his literary taste and intelligence. The
subject during the last examination*
was the teachings of Confucius, and
the candidates prepared moral essays
The examination
or commentaries.
At the end of the
lusts fifty hours.

Keif effacing.
ι
him best of all men. It did not matter thnt there were periods when they
bocame separated for months at a
time. They would some day turn up

The secret agent laughed.
Is what neither your government
mine desires. Thank you."
"I am sorry uot to be of some

same

Homlmugb, "Gleaning*

examination itself somewhat resembles
similar eliminations In China. Each
student squats in his little but while

that was the eud of blm.
"There you go again Γ warned the
recalcitrant "If you don't stop eating
that mustache you'll have stomach
trouble that no Scotch whisky will
The whole thing is in a
ever cure.
nutshell," a sly humor creeping into
"I am tired of writing
bis eyes.
I want to write
things.

beI to these be was all that friendship
"Why I
was so emphatically denying.
means-kindly, tender, loyal, generous,
not turn the matter over to your own I
And Fitzgerald loved
ambassador here?"

the

Civil Service in Anam.
A novel method of Identifying the
work f candidates is employed in civil
service examinations In Anam. The

chancellor paused, frowning. I
then?"
!
M. Ferraud shrugged.
"This fellow, who was forced to re-1 ephemeral

The

"Well,

uf

For the ('lirions.

special correspondent married

a

While In the

either side out.

house.—C. C.

this!

listen

contiwubd.]

Spanish interest he wore the blue side
out, and the white side was the badge
for the French; hence he was called
Emanuel, surnamcd the Turncoat, by
way of distinguishing him from otbei

f
I
j

yourl
not!

be

gave

being frequently obliged to change
sides, he humorously cot a coat made
that was blue on one side and white
on the other and might be indifferently

repository of such
fell under the eyes of h!s I
predecessor, aud the chancellor who! you have been able to see tho world as
walked up and down before M.
few men see it"
raud possessed several which did not
"That's Just the trouble. Tou\e
rest heavily upon his soul simply
me.'
spoiled
I
n
cause he was iucredulous or affected
it's a question of more money
"U
j
that he was.
"Perish the thought Γ cried Flttger
"The thing Is preposterous."
aid. clasping his knees and rocking
"As your excellency has already de
gently. "You know as well as I do.
dared."
Hewitt, that It's the game and not
"What has it to do with France?"
I've found a new love, my
the cash
"Much or little. It depends upon
boy."
j
Rhine."
the
side of
"Doable barnesa?" with real annety
But for
"What imagination!
bit bis scrubby mustache
Hewitt
should
I
credentials. M. Ferrnud,
In turn the

[to

Fitzgerald

How th· Name "Turncoat" Started.
The opprobrious cpltbet, turncoat,
took its rise from one of the tirst duke*
of Savoy, whose dominion* lying ο|μ.ίι
to the incursions of (he two contending
houses of Spain and Trance he was
obliged to temporize and fall lu with
that power that was most likely to dis
tress him. according to the success of
their arms, one against the other. Ho.

I
I
α contingency was always possible.
a I
or
"Never again uorth of
"Suppose it does exist, as 1 nnd
few others very well ^uow it does. I south of Assuan for mine. No."
What a flne Joke it would be to see it I "Come. Fltz; a great cliatue.
I <éWhen you Bent uie to Mnulla ex
fly into Purls! But no. Idle dream!
And I
Still 1 shall wait and watch.
plored hell for you. but I've cooled off
I considerably
now suppose we pay a visit to Berlin
since tbeu. No Ice
Such

hawking plas-

man

Venuses was no ordinary sight
They knew that some play wes going
on, but wltb that Inveterate suspicion
of tbe city pedestrian none of them
stopped to speak or buy. Some newsboys gathered round and offered a
ter

propor-1

me

that
with

bli

friend.

prescience, bookmen call It. Preeeutly
we shall bave damp weather."

does."

"That's tbe man."
"1 know blm. but not very welL"
And Cathewe fumbled among tbe
otber newspapers.
"Dlno with me tonight" urged Hewitt.
"I'll tell you what See tbat Italian
1 am
over there wltb the statues?
going to buy him out and If 1 don't
make a sale In half an bour I'll sign

Λ,αβ»ΟΓ
of plaster
statuettes caught bis eya F or au hour
now the poor wretch hadn't even draw η
the attention of one of the thousand*
passing. Fitzgerald felt sorry for 1.1m.
and once the desire came to go over
and buy out the Neapolitan: but be
was·
/was too comfortable where be
and, beyond that, he was expecting a

psychological rheumatism;

ing about."
"That Is true enough." flapping the
(alls of bis coat again.
"This fellow was born across the
He hns served In tbe navy; he
Ithlne.
Is α German, therefore we cannot
touch him uuless he commits some
overt act. He waits; there Is where the

physique?"

all manner of crowds, armies pnrsulns
and retreating, vast concords In public
squares, at coronations, at catastro
phes, at play, and he never lost In
terest In watching them; they were
the great expressions of humanity
This Is perhaps the reason why his
articles were always so rich In color
No two crowds were ever alike to blin
consequently he never was at loss for

I hove, tben, monsieur,

V> see the end."
"But will there be an end?" Impatiently. "If I were certain of thatl
But seven years, and still no sign."
"Monsieur, be Is to be feared; this
Inactivity, to my mind, proves it. He
Is waiting; tbe moment Is not ripe.
There are ninny sentimental fools In

adventures. Rather down on bia luck.
1 should Judge."
"Couple of scars on bis laft cheek
and a bit of tlie scalp gone; German
student sort rather good looking, Ana

outlook as from a
window In a car. It wan tbf
two living currents, moving In oppo
site directions, cacb making toward η
similar goal, only In a million different
ways, that absorbed him. He had seen

But 1 am Mice an old soldier
where.
whose wound, I winging with rheumatism, announces the approach of
kind of

"What do you know about blm?"
"Met blm In Parla laat year. Met
blm once before In Macedonia. Dined
with me In Parla.
Amazing lot ot

ImpeAonal

was done.
"Sometimes I am minded to trust the
"A strange man," mused the miniswhole thing to lack, and bother no ter when he was alone. "A still stranIs
more about htm."
ger business for a genuine scholar.
"Monsieur, I have obeyed orders for lie really poor? Does he do this work
seven years, since we first recognized to afford him ease and time for his
the unfortunate affair.
Nothing be studies, or. better still, does he hide a
baa done In this period Is missing from great and singular patriotism under
Patriotism? More
my notebook; and up* to the present butterfly wings?
But juet and more It becomes self interest It
time be has dono-nothlng.
This very is only when a foreign mob starts to
little more patience.
a
become
moment, when you are inclined to drop tear down your houso that you
It, may be tbe one. One way or an- a patriot"
other, It is a matter of no real concern
to me. There will always be plenty of
work for me to do, In France, or else-

many also knows and waits. But this
is true; if we do not circumvent him
she will make use of whatever be

coffee

FITZGERALD'S

from

"Never

personally, though."
"I bave,*' joined in Cathewe quietly.

no

view

Hewitt

answered

"Yes,"

met him

club window afforded tbe same

rrlcket

β

"By the way, Hewitt," said Fit»·
ferald, "bar· you ever baud of a
chap called Karl Breitmannf

will be
ing to upheave Prance. There
difficulty then in pricking tbe pretty
bubble. In tbe meantime we shall proceed to Munich and carefully Inquire
say, chrysalides."
The subtle Inference passed by the into the affairs of the grand opera
There were many other Hinger, Hlldejrarde vod Mltter."
minister.
He extracted a wallet from an inner
things to-lng and fro-ing in the busy
corridors of his brain. "I shall hear pocket and opened it across bis knees.
from you frequently?"
It was full of butterflies.
"Ai often as fir? viruntion require·.
When
idea.
an
hare
1
By the way,
CHAPTER 111.
1 cable you the word butterfly preSTATUETTE.
ΓΙΑβΤΕΒ
Α
It will
pare yourself accordingly.
"Concerning this matter?"
•'Butterflies," softly; "or. 1 should

that the bomb is ready."
"Good luck attend you. my sa rant,"
said the minister, with a friendliness
which was deep and genuine. He had
known M. Ferraud in other days.
"And. above all. take care of your-

danger, the real danger, lies. He waits;
and It is bis German blood which gives
bim this patience. A Frenchman would
have exploded long since."
"You have searched his luggage and
his rooms times without number."
"And found nothing; nothing that 1
But there is
might use effectively.
this saving grace; he on bis elde knows
nothing."
"I would 1 were sure of that also
Eh, well; I leave the affair in your
hands, and tbey are capable ones.
When tbe time coiues act, act upon
your own initiative. In this matter we
shall give no accounting to Germany."
"No, because what I do must be done
secretly. It will not matter that Ger-

"THAT 18 ▲

hare been! Rnt It le oat of fashion
Well, monsieur. I must be off.
There la an old manuscript at the
Bibliothèque I wish to Inspect"

today.

TIE great minister gazed across
the river, his hands under the
tails of bis frock, and tbe
perturbation of his mind expressed by the frequent flapping of self."
To the
those somber woolen wings.
"Trust me. count." And the secret
little man who watched him, there was agent departed to appear again In
fiddling these chamlxM-s only when his work
ι
faint resemblance to a

damp weather.

shall he make that 1 shan't make the
move
same, and In one thing 1 shall
first. Two million francs! Handsome!
It Is I who must find this treasure,
this fulcrum to the lever which Is go-

mean

BUTTEHFLT ΙΟΙ.

"It amuses me to think that I should
confide this secret to you. The wine this world. One bas only to step Into
Is good, and perhaps—perhaps 1 was the street and ebout, 'Down with Γ or
Accept what I have told 'Long live!' to bring these fools clatterhungry.

They exchanged smiles and drifted
into a long conversation and fought a
dozen battles, compared this general
and that and built idle fancies upon
what the outcome would have been
had Napoleon won at Waterloo. This
might have gone on Indefinitely had
not the patient attendant finally dandled his keys and yawned over his
watch. It was 4 o'clock, and they had

ached
wine.

come

yourself!

Think of this man fifty
fly high
years ago: what η possibility he would

"Tou speak with singular conviction."
"In my time I bave made very few
You will recollect that
mistakes.
Twenty years have I served France.
1 was wrong to say that this affair
Besides, neither does not concern me. I'm Interested

tblugs!"

aaw

the
Why. God blees her! She wss
The seeds of many kind of girl who became the mother
Delivered at any station on the for examination.
noxious plants are to be f jond in Impure of soldiers.
(irand Trunk between Berlin and and unreliable
seeds. It is far easier to
With her departure his present Inbolts.
Ash
Portland. Alto White
do this than to eradicate tome pestiferous
here began to wsm. He wonterest
Arm
on
foothold
a
that obtains
J. M. DAY, Me. weed farm.
who she might bs tad wjuiflut
dered
yoar
43tf
Bryant's Pond,

remarked Fitzgerald humorously.
"And what would you do with itV"

same

girl and her elderly escort, pre- few months
our attention to truffles and
sumably her father, turned about to then turn
and Cabanas at two francs
wines
old
and
leave, she unpinned the flowers
We are collectively a good sort
offend them impulsively to the aged fifty.
of vagabond. I have a little besides
hero.
to loaf
my work; not much, but enough
sold
she
"Take these, mon brave,**
no newspaper or magazine
when
on
France."
lightly. "You have fought for
his care· to pay my expenses in Europe.
The old man was confused and
Anyhow, I prefer this work to staying
me, mademoi"For

chevalier d'Industrie—a thought, tinged
with regret and loneliness, was bornto have and to hold a maid like that
"Sometimes, knowing that I shall
never be rich. I have desired a title."

thusiast like myself."
"Who wouldn't be who has visited
every battlefield, who has spent days
wandering about Corelca, Elba, St

the

faded eyes filled.
selle r
"Surely Γ

tiful but indifferent mask no one else
learned, but simultaneously in the
minds of these two adventurers—and
surely to call a man an adventurer
does not necessarily imply that be Is a
ever

"Into mine also. Who can say what
might have been had they not crushed
out the great spirit lying dormant In
his little soul?"
Fitzgerald smiled. "You are an en-

ruddy enamel on his cheeks spoke
and Heaven knew what else. He had
eloquently of sea changes and many ridden camels and polo ponies In the
was a butThere
sun.
of
the
angles
had been shot In the
Sudan, be
ton In the lapel of his coat, and from
war shortly after his
Greco-Turkish
was
this Fitzgerald assumed that he
met Fitzgerald, he had played
having
a naval officer, probably retired.
a part in the recent Spanlsh-iJneriThe girl rested upon the railing, her
ran and had fought against the Engher
and
gaze
dreamily
hands folded,
lish In the Transvaal.
wandered from trophy to trophy: from
"And now I am resting," he conthe
euclrcling
the sarcophagus to
Into
am
"I
thirty-eight.
îluded.
another
faces, from one window to
of those years I have crowded
twenty
and again to the porphyry beneath.
a century."
And Fitzgerald's gaze wandered, too.

For the girl's face was of that mold
which invariably draws first the eye
of a man. then his Intellect, then bis
heart, and sometimes ail three at once.
The face was aa lovely as a rose of
Dark brown were her
Taormina.
eyes, dark brown was her hair. She

Fitzgerald's thought
The waiter opened the champagne.
"Yes. I saw her give some violets
this afternoon to an old soldier In the
tomb. It was a pretty scene."
Their glances, drawn by some occult
force, half^circled till they paused on
the face of the girl, who, perhaps com
pelled by the same invisible power,
had leveled her eyes in their direction.
With well bred calm her Interest returned to her companions, and the incident was to all outward sign closed.
Whatever took place behind that beau-

"By George!"
"1 did not recall yon when we
bumped awhile ago. but once 1 had
gone by you your face became singularly familiar."
"Funny. Isn't It Γ And Fitzgerald
took hold of the extended hand. "The
sight of these toys always gets Into my
heart"

Helena? But your*
"My word. I have done the

back, and when I do
Two million francs,
and every one of them mine!"
He laid bis head on his hands. It

I shall
look to

NUMBER 9.

1912.

wonderful city! How the lights from
the bridges twinkled on the wind
Over there lay the
wrinkled Seine!
of
the
world; luxury, vice,
wealth
third
Eh. well, be could not fight

nallsoi. and be himself bad known
them. For the present this man was s
little down on his luck; that was all.
A party came In and took the near
table. There were four, two elderly

AMONG THE FAMEES.
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the

the

cast to bin comely face predestined
blm for this talent
"Well. Fit*, what are you going t«i

A

I've
"Hewitt give me a chance.
been home but a week. I'm not coin?
to daab to the pole wlthnnt bavins
Will
a ripping good time here flrst.

ride in his new car.
"What's the matter, JlmT" asked Mr.
Smith. "Are you sick?"
"
Tain't that;
"No, sab," he replied.
I done los' $0, sab, an' I Jes' natcberly

a month dor
"Oh, the expedition doesn't leave for
two montha yet Bot we must sign

got tub sit un' grieve."—Success Magasine.

the contract · month beforehand."
"Today la the first of June; I prom-

Mixed on the Phone.
Irritable Man (at other end of phone
line)—Hello, hello! What's the matter
with you? Are you forty-seven? An·
I'm not.
>ry Spinster (at this end)—No;
Who said I was? I'm ouly thirty-three.
off!—Cleveland
Catbewe Irritable Man—Ob, ring
Plain Dealer.

lee to telegraph yon yes or do this
day month. Ton bare had me over
In Europe eighteen months. I'm tired
I'm
of trains, and boats, and moles.

going fishing."
"Alt, baser

murmured
Gran behind hi· louraaL

Luxury.

ι

*
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

West Paris.
Emily L., wife of David Rmmons, died
at her home, oorner of Cburoh end Main
Street·, early Thursday morning. DarTHE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ing the p*«t two y eu» Mrs.
had been in failing health and about two
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
week· ago «offered a paralytic ahock
Mr·.
from which ahe never rallied.

J™"»0»·

Paris H11L
Klrel
Church, Ββτ. Θ. W. T. HU1, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday it 10 .-«ft a. m.
Sunday School >1 IS. Sabbath evening service
at 7 Ju.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening it
Covenant Meeting the UK Friday before
7 30.
All
the let 9un'1»y of the month M330r.ll.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Mr. aod Mrs. Prank B. Hammond re—All legal advertisement· furned to Pari· Hill laat week after
given three consecutive Insertion» for »1 30
most of the winter in Webster.
locli In length of column. Special con- spending
Charles L. Case, Esq., of New York
tractu ma<le with local, transient ami yearly
advertiser·.
was in town over Sunday, the guest of
New type, faat presses, electric I Supt. Albion L. Abbott at "Long Look
Job Pointing
an.I
low
workmen
price·
power, experience·!
Farm," retaining to New York Monday.
combine to make till» department of our busl-1
The next io the aeries of free enterness complete and popular.
tainments will be given at Academy Hall
on Friday evening, March 8th, by Mr·.
MX*>LK COPIES.
Wynifred Staples Smith, one of the
Single rop!e-< of The PKMi>citArarc four cent* sweetest singers of Maine,
and
Mr.
ear11 They will be mailed on receipt of price by
Welch of Bowdoln College,
the publishers or for the ronvenlence of patrons Arthur D
on
single copies of esch l-*ue have beea placent
dramatic reader. Mrs. Smith's ability is
sale at the following place· In the County :
well known here while Mr. Welch is
Howard's Drug Store.
^outh Paris,
said to be one of the most pleasing enShurtlelTs Drug Store.
tertainers on tbe stage.
Novee Drug Store.
Norway,
stone's Drug Store.
Members of two classes of the Sunday
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
KuckHeld,
School were entertained at the parsonMrs Harlow. Post Offlce.
Paris Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Parts,
age on the evening of Feb. 22d. There
were games, music and reading, after
which a dainty lunch was served.
Coming Event».
Awards have just been given to three
members of Mrs. L. B. Merrill's Sunday
School class, Ronald Shaw receiving a
Match «.—Town meeting.
March j.—Annual meeting of South Paris λ lllage | Bible for attendance during every ses
Corporation.
last year. Loia Curtis and Olenn
sion
March i—Oxford Pomona Grange. West Parts.
March 12.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Pari·. Ross received books for faithful attendOtherwise

advertisements
are
ι·«:Γ
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convention,
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April 10 Republican state convention, Bangor.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hor*e Blankets Marked Down.
Spring Merchandise.
Z. L. Merchant A Co.
Looking Up to Spring.
You Should Know.
Continued Proof.
Avoid Harsh Drugs.
A Great Discovery.
Vapor Treatment.
Indtgestlon Goes.
Sheriff's Sale
Dandruff Goes.
Probate Notices.
3 Notices of Appointment
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Dissolution of Partnership.
Wanted.
Grain, None Better.
Eree.

Maine News

Notes.

to catch on to a steam log
hauler while it was in motion Charles
Chambers, age about 14, and the son of
wan
Richard Chambers, slipped and
crushed to death at Island Kalis on the
17th. When he slipped the boy fell in
front of the driving wheels and the
heavy steel legs caught him and drew
bim under, tearing his arms from his

Trying

body.

ance.

Hon. A. L. Crocker of Minneapolis,
who has recently been appointed chairman of the Minnesota Waterways Commission, is a native of this village, son of
the late Hon. Thomas Crocker, and
brother of Mrs. M C. Snow of thia place.
Mr. Cr-'cker is a graduate of Bowdoin
College, and a civil engineer. A recent
issue of tbe Minneapolis Tribune says:
"Newly appointed state waterway commissioner, A L. Crocker of Minneapolis,
contemplates asking the city council to
consider a plan for improvements directly below St. Anthony falls. Tbe improvements on tbe Mississippi, according
to Mr. Crocker, should consist of cityowned wharves, warehouses and loading
machinery, with a belt line railway connecting with all of the railroads. Tbe
plan contemplates the actual establiahmeut of Minneapolis as the head of commercial navigation on tbe Misaiasippi as
S( on as the government dam ia completed. It is further pointed out by Mr.
Crocker that there is a field for shipping
Hour and feed down the river. A shaft
at the mills connecting with a tunnel
equipped with electric railways would
make quick and cheap delivery of mill
stuffs to the boats."
niram.
Feb. i:;th, Mrs. Ann»» Augusta
True, widow of Ex-Mayor George W.
True, died in Portland, aged 8tf years.
She was born aud reared iu Hiram village, and was the daughter of Benjamin
She
and Ζ I pah Wadsworth Barker.
wa* also λ descendant of several of the
l'ilgrims who landed at Plymouth Rock
from the Mayflower, and whose sterling
virtues she seemed to inherit, a recital of
which with her good words and deeds
would till volumes.
Isaac S. Lowell and Miss Elsie M. Osgood went to Gorharo last week to the
funeral of thei> aunt, Mra. Sarah J.
Lowell, aged 85 year··, daughter of
Lord Lowell of
Reuben and Rboda
Hiram. She wan the widow of George
W. Lowell of Gorham. She was a lady
of retined Christian character and her
long and useful life will be pleasantly
remembered.
E. C. Frost of Boston was iu town
Ou

A deC'sion has been rendered in the
damage suit against the Canadian Pacific
Railroad Co., iu favor of the plaintiffs,
and they were awarded damages amounting to 1133,000. The suit was brought
in the United States Court at Portlaud,
and was heard before Justices Clarence
Hale and Α. Κ Savage. The plaintiff»
Somerset
owners in
were timbrrland
County. Louise II. Coburn et al., was
awarded $75,000 in one sum and $6000 iu
another; Great Northern Paper Co,
$41,00»; Blin Page, Skowbeean. 16500;
John P. and Charles Clark, $6000; Bradstreet Co., $1000: Α. E. Moore, executor,
The suit was brought to recover
$;000
damages for the loss of timber at Attean,
in 1908, by tire. The plaintiffs alleged
that it was caused by sparks from the
Hon.
defendant company's engines.
K. Butler of
Forrest Goodwin and A
Skowbegan conducted the case for the
plaintiff and E. C. Ryder of Bangor and Wednesday.
Hon. H. M Heath of Augusta appeared
Eli C. Wadsworth went to Brownfield
for the defendant company, there being Tuesday.
associated with them in the interest of
At last we have three days of ideal,
the Moore claim, Bernard Gibbs of spring-like weather.
Madison.
Hebron.
Norridgewock correspondence of the
Will Stearns and family of Paris visited
Lewiston Journal carries a thrilling tale his brother, (1. Κ Stearns, recently.
of Hames baffled aud landlords blasMine Inabelle Benson left here Saturphemous. No one can say that Norririge- day for Washington, D. C., where she
wock's new fire company is amiss in its will remain for aeveral weeks, returning
duties, for without permission of the fire with Prof. J. F. Moody and his daughter,
company a feller can't even light hie Mrs. I M. Bearce.
pipe without having it put out instanter.
The Ladies' Circle met Tuesday p. M
Yesterday, the fire company turned out with Mrs. A. M. Richardson. There
for an alarm at the Norridgewock Hotel, were tifteen
present.
anil found one of the big chimneys burnWe hear that the Z. L. Packard W. R.
ing cut, fire was streaming out five or C. will give an oiater «upper Friday.
six feet above the top and smoke was
Miss Daisy Cu*hman, who la teaching
pouring out of every st-am; the company in Somerville, Mass, Is at A. M. Richardgot busy with hand extinguishers and son's oo » ten days' vacation.
put the fire our, and all the while visions
Miss Eva Barrowa la spending her
of hot coffee and cigars mebbe, floated vacation with her brother,
Harry Baras
their
minds
complimentary rows.
through
from Landlord Whiting for tbeir valorous
While Charles Marshall was going to
assistance. Now what do you tb'nk he the station a few
days ago with a load of
laudlord
the
calls
said ?
Everybody
cream he was thrown from the sleigh
"Crib," because he's a good fellow when aDd sprained Ills knee badly.
all is said and done. When Crib showed
West Peru.
up, his conversation to the zealous fire
companv was something like this: u!
Miss Laura Knox of Dixtield made her
?!!!!... you turning them father, Mr. Elmer Knox, Sr., a surprise
things into that chimney for! ! —I set party last Fridav evening, Feb. 10*h,
that chimney on fire purpose to buro 1912, at tiiii home oo High street. It was
that iu honor of bis OOtb
that soot out, it nuoks so like
anniversary. Those
anybody can't live in that ki'chen. and that gave money and present· are ait
cow you've gone and put it out! ! !" $ follow·:
Mabel Knox, money; Laura
"
(meaning all klnda of an opinion Knox, mntie< ; Mrs. Selma Browne,
()
of the tire company.) In the meantime,
money; Mr. Oriand Dunning, money;
the fire company had nothing to say, Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
Morrill, money; Mr.
feeling that Landlord Whiting in bis E. P. Burgess, money; Miss Angle Knox,
righteous wrath was using all the words money; Mrs. Susie Child, necktie; Mrs.
Flavilla Knox, shaving cup; Mr. and Mrs.
In the year 1911 not a single raft of
A. W. Knight, une pair mitten· and
lumber came down the Penobscot River
Mr. Elson D. Hammon, money;
to Bangor, is the declaration of 'he Ban- money;
Mr·. Elmer Knox, Sr., one pair wooleu
gor News. Forty years ago, and down
gli-ves; Mis· Mary Mclntire, one pair
to comparatively recent times, the river
Mr. J. A. Putnam, one handkerabove Bangor for 12 to 15 miles was armlets;
also Mr. Knox'· brother, Mr.
lined with saw mills, many of them chief;
Chester L. Knox, of Ridlonville, gave
operated by water power, and their
money. The party was well patronized,
product, aggregating in good years from aud
all reported a floe time. Candy and
to
of
lumber
feet
100,000,000
150,000,000
were served.
They were all
of all sort· and size* waa made up into peanuts
entertained by music from a phonograph,
what wero known as "long rafts" and
and a violin, and also by having a few
sent in that form dowe the river in
dances and game·.
charge of men skilled with the scut] oar
Mr. Georgo Ames and Mrs. Emma
and familiar with the navigation of
were the dinner guests of Mr.
"white water." Aa late as 1880 the Burgess
and Mrs. John Burgess.
long rafts from the up-river milla were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cunningham and
many and the dock· along Washington
called on Stillmin Mclntire last
and Hancock Street· were filled with family
oo business.
lumber of every kind, in process of over- Sunday
Mts· Angie Koox ia quite ill at tbia
hauling and making Into small rafta to
bo sent to the waiting vessel» in the har- writing.
Miss Mary Mclntire spent last Sunday
bor, below Bangor bridge; from that with ber
parent·, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
time on the up-river saw mills gradually
Mclntire.
disappeared, either by fire, de.'ay or
Mr. Richard Gill and hi· aoo, Glenroy
through the conversion of water-power
were in Rumford last Sunday.
to other usee, and the long rafts became Gill,
Fred Smith of Rumford and Arthur
until
in
fewor,
1911,
correspondingly
Stowell of Dixfield were the guests of
with only four mills ruuning between
A B. Mclntire last Sunday.
Bangor and Milford, and a'l of them
Cleston Knox, Herbert Knox, Eleon
shipping their product by rail the time
Hammon, Elmer Koox, Jr., Harry Whittecame that no one had ever exp«>:ted—
U. β. Moindre, and Harold Mcwhen not one raft came through the tnore,
were the guests of Stillman Mcsluices and the occupation of the daring lntire
last Sunday afternoon.
"runner" waa gone.
The remarkable lntire
Mr. R. A. Pinkham has finished paintcircumstance noted does not indicate
aud papering for Mr. Ernest Daventbe complete decay of Bmgor's lumber ing
industry, however, but it is significant of port.
Miss Iva Koox, Herbert Rnox, Elmer
tbe great changes that have taken place
Koox, Jr., and Margaret Knox are enterin tbe business in the past 30 years.
taining bad cold· and very «ore throats
at prenant.
Mrs. Eli Β. Bean.
Laura Knox and Mary Mclntire were
Ura. Mary O. (Spring), widow of Eli callers at Elmer Knox's last Sunday.
B. Bean, died at Browotield, Feb. 22d,
Blanche and Haxelie Mclntire of Dixaged 92 year·. She waa a native of tield spent last Saturday and Sunday
Hiram and waa the oldest woman in with their father, Mr. U. G. Mclntire.
Browntiold. She waa a woman of strict
Harry Robert· ο I Andover, Me., who
integrity, a staunch Universalis and one baa been working in Stowell,i «pool mill
of the pillars of the church. Ever) need •t Dixtield, finished working last week,
haa been carefully provided by her uicce,. and hi· returned to bis home in Andover.
Mrs. Annie Spring Lyncb, who has made
Mrs. Elmer W. Knox, Sr., was able to
har summer borne at the Bean farm. attend grange meeting last Saturday.
and
a
died
two
half
about
B«an
Mr.
Mr. Cleaton Knox waa in Dixfield laat
years
ago, and in bis memory the Bean Me- Monday on buainee*.
Miss Hattie Putnam spent last Saturmorial school now stands.
Mra. Bo a a was a lover of hooka and day night at A. B. Mclntire'·.
until recently haa made them her comMiss Betnice MclnMrespent laat Saturpanion and haa also busied heraelf knit· day night with Mi·· Helen Pinkham, and
Sbe leaves one they alio attended the dance at Dixfield.
ting beautiful laoe.
Mr. Waiter Cunningham baa a sick oow.
•later, Mra. Jobnaon, in the Weet.
Mr. Elmer Knox, Sr., is harvesting bis
ice.
Lecture* by Rev. Or. Tilde·.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Knox apent laat
Tba tirât of a cour·· of fanr lecture·
with her parent·, Mr. and Mr·.
Sunday
waa
D.
Rev.
Harbart
D.,
Tilden,
by
Ε. Β Knox, on the River road.
delivered at tba Baptiat church at Hebron
Mr·. Lilla Terrloa and her ion, Ezra
Friday evening. The subject of thi· lec- Holt, and Vera Holt called on S. P.
ture was "Tba Conjugation of tba Verb
and family laat Sanday.
Mao." Next will be two travel lecture·. Burgee·
On the 10th of March the subject will be
—

Emmons waa the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mre. Ide of St. Johnsbury, Vt,
and was 71 year· of age. She m*""'*1
Kimball Hawkina and they lived in St.
Johoabnry until hi· death. In January,
1887, she married David Emmons of
Greenwood and they came to Weat Parts
where they hate «ince reaided. She
waa a member of the Congregation alist
church of St. Johnabury, but haa attended the Methodist Episcopal ohurcb since
living here. She was a member of On-

some

ohlld «11
Soloa and dneta added to suffocated. A very young
and covered the
of the meeting. The told to cover the baby
with heavy bed clothe·.
a tender tribnt· to the bead
Glenn and Kathleen Molntire gave a
memory of Mlas Wlllard; pen plotnree
to the teacher·
from prominent men were given. Some party Monday evening
and aoholars. Every one was present,
of the Young Campaigners took part In
even the little tot·, and all had a good
the program, aleo frionda of the Union.
time. The chief attraction waa pinning
Prof. Hanaoom gave a very helpful talk
E. C. Park tail· on a donkey for prise·.
on the uae of oigarettee.
School cloaed on Washington'· birth•poke npon Prohibition. It was an in- day with exerolaee appropriate to the
spiring and Interesting meeting.
Tnesday the W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. day.
Hubert York, who I· driving an ox
Fannie Biabee Lovejoy.
for Ernest Bartlett In Stooebam,
team
to
went
Orchestra
Feb. 12 Herrick's
wa· at home over Sunday.
Berlin to play.
All the ladle· In the Mclntlre neighTnesday Dr. and Mrs. Wight went to
the afternoon of the 15th
Berlin to attend the funeral of the doc- borhood spent Θ. Mclntlre.
Coffee,
with Mrs. Β.
tor's brother-in-law, Dr. Phlpps.
slowly. cbeeae stloka and cake were served.
H. A. Packard la
chorna choir.

inspiration
president paid

the

the

W.

Lodge,

will close Friday.
The Junior exhibition to be given bystudents of Oould Academy will consist
to teach them
It will be
a farce.
and honor. Beside· her husband she is of music, drills and
•uivived by three nieces who live in given Friday evening.
The young ladlea of Bethel will give a
Philadelphia, and a nephew who reeldes
The funeral leap year ball next Tuesday evening at
C.
in Washington, D.
is looked forward to as
service was held from her late residence Odeon Hall. It
the season.
Friday at 10 o'clock. Rev. D. P. Nelson the event of
of South Portland officiated and the
West Bethel.
interment was in West Paris cemetery.
"We are so tired of blustering winter,
There were many beautiful flowers.
With warmer winds cbasedjo the seas;
George P. Marshall died from cancer
We send a lond call tor the summer,
of the liver at his home at Trap Corner,
Borne awaj on the oold northern breeie.
Monday, at 10:30. He waa the son of
Come from your ways, Ο south wind!
Nathan L. and Mary (Irish) Marshall
Bringing us back on your wing·
The sweets of your opening flowers,
and wa· 59 years of age. He married
And
the songs that the oriole sings.
nine
died
who
Mary P. Lane of Sumner,
to
years ago. Six children were born
Bring us the music of brookletsBring us the sough of the treesthem, five of whom survive. Delia, who
Rise In yonr strength, Ο south wind I
ia at the asylum in Augusta, Nellie, who
And
drive back the cold northern breese."
is assistant superintendent of the LawBurof
L.
John
Birthday, Feb. 27th.
Longfellow's
rence, Ma»s, hospital,
The weather is becoming quite springlington, Vt., Linnie P., who live· at
like.
home, and Georgia, wife
Charles A. Dunham visited bis mother
Thayer of Paris. Also two granddaughters, children of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. and sister Monday.
Marshall and Mr. and Mrs. Jarvie ThayJoseph I. Spofford visited L. D. Orover
er, and a sister, Mrs. Mary E. Briggs, of and family last week.
W A. Brag?, travelling salesman for
West Paris. He was a member of Weat
Paris Grange. Mr. Marshall had spent the Grand Union Tea Co., was In this
his life in this vicinity, dying in the village Wednesday.
A
Cbarles P. Reed of Canton was in town
same house in which he was born.
man full of cheer, obliging, and kind
last week selling flavoring extracts and
hearted he made many friend·. A large medicine of his own preparation
Clarence A. Tyler and family, who
quantity of beautiful flower· gave their
•ilent expression at the funeral service recently loat their home in Mason by fire,
which was held Thursday afternoon at are soon to occupy the E. 0. Wheeler
his late home, Rev D. A. Ball, pastor of buildings.
G. Dana Morrill has sold bis flock of
the Universallst
church, officiating
Burial in West Paris cemetery.
sheep and large berd of cows, and It is
Solon C. Curtis died at his home on reported will move out of town aa soon
Curtis Hill Thursday at 10:30. He was as he disposes of bis otiier property.
the son of the late Holland Curtis and
Miss Bessie A. Mills, who baa been
Mrs. Eliza (Walker) Curtis and was born living aluue and in poor bealtb, has
in Woodstook, 51 year· ago. The eldest closed her bouse and gone to Gilead to
of six children, the rest of whom survive spend the remainder of the winter with
him—Mrs. Lillian Martin, Miss Vesta her sister, Mrs. M. M. Mason.
Curtis of West Paris, Mrs. Nellie Hall of
Lloyd Luxton, who was driving a team
Mechanic Falls, Guy L. Curtis of Nor- for Ε. II. Morrill of Mason, when using
way and Mrs. Elvesa Packard of Green- an iron book in unloading bolts in tbe
wood. Mr. Curtis married Lottie Lur- mill yard, stuck tbe hook in bis hand,
vey of Woodstock and to them was bom and is having a serious time with it.
Mr. and Mr·.
The roade are in fine condition, and
one child, Marion Ruth.
Curtis aettled on the farm known as the the mill of Rolfe Brothers oannot saw
farm
owned
the
late
Simeon
tbe
birch and maple aa faat as it is now
Pickett
by
B. Curtis and his wife, Betsy G. Curtis, being hauled, but sucb sledding cannot
who were Mrs. Curtis' uncle and aunt, be expected through the whole month of
and with whom she lived after the death March.
of her parents. Mr. Curtis was one of
East Bethel.
the prosperous aod industrious farmers
of Woodstock always interested in modMiaa Ella Farwell is the gueat of
Not only frienda at Middle Intervale.
ern improvements in farming.
will he be greatly missed by the home
Mrs. Jennie Ward of Haverhill, Mast.,
circle which consists of the wife, daughrecently visited her aiiter, Mrs J. H.
but
and
Mrs.
by Swan.
ter,
Betsey Curtis,
aunt,
a large circle of relatives and friends.
Mra. Maggie Jones, who has been
The fanerai service was held Tuesday
spending the winter at Hanover, has refrom the Free Baptist church in this turned to her home bere.
village. Rev. J. H. Little officiated, and
G. M. Bartlett baa returned to work
West Paris Lodge, I. O. O. F., of which at Z. W. Bartlett's after a abort vacation.
Mr. Curtis was a member, performed
Miaa Elsie Bartlett ia at home from
their funeral service. There were pretty Rum ford for a short vacation.
flowers. Besides the Odd Fellows lodge,
Mrs. Lizzie Simpson of Boston ia with
Mr. Curtis was a member of Onward her
aieter, Mra. Saaan Bean, who has
Rebfkah Lodge, and West Paris Grange. been very ill.
Mrs. Josephine Bates of this village,
P. B. Howe loaded a car of potatoes
who has been spendiug the winter with last week, which he
accompanied to
is
her sister, Mrs. Hall, at South Pari»,
Portsmouth, Ν. H.
the
General
treat
at
Maine
Hospital for
Mr. George Hainea has a birthday thia
ment for cataract.
year coming Feb. 29th.
C. L. Ridlon attended the auto show
Bast Sumner.
in Portland a day or two last week.
Edwin J. Mann went to
Portland
Under the efficient labors of Miaa Fiel,
Thursday to attend the auto show, going the evangelist, quite a religious interest
from there to Bangor to attend on Satur- ha«
developed in the vicinity and quite a
day the alumni meeting of the U. of Μ number of young people have come forclass of 1901, of which Mr. Mann is a ward and evinoed a desire to live a Chrismember.
tian life. Miaa Fiera earnest appeala to
A Frances Willard memorial service the
young people have had a good effect,
wat held at the M. E. Chapel Sunday
while aome of the old bonea have been
Feb.
18
Rev.
L.
W.
Raymond resuacitated and made to rattle, aa in
evening,
gave an address and there was a reading former yeara. What ia needed In our
and poem on the life of Miss Willard. A
country ia more true Christian effort and
duet was sung by Mr·. Eva Swift and leas
anarchy and vice. Very few of the
Clara Bacon, also singing by a choru· of thousands that annually oome to our
boy·.
country to live have had the benefits of
Miss Elinor Π. Tuell wa· the guest of Christian virtues and
experience and
Mrs. I. L. Bowker and other friends in much earneat Chriatian effort is needed
Portland from Thursday to Sunday.
in order to train them up for good oitlzena.
They have oome to atay, and the
future moral destiny of our nation ia
Bryant's Pood.
A number of our citizens were in Port- largely dependent upon the iuatruclion
land this week to attend the automobile given them. True Christianity does not
show.
Several, it is understood, pur- teach people to disregard law and order
and promulgate vice and crime. One
chased machinée.
Guy Smith of Middle Intervale is haul- cannot, if an intelligent, loyal citizen,
ing pnlp to the atation from the east read our papers' account of crimes and
vioe of ail kinds without feeling that
part of the town.
Mr. Arthur Davis and family will soon more Christianity of tbe best type is
The rent occupied greatly needed if our nation ever becomes
move to Paria Hill.
by them will bo taken by the new clerk "that happy nit ion whose God la the
Lord."
in M. C. Allen's store.

gave

expression

to her affection for them

through organizations
principles of temperance

by endeavoring

Mr. and

Bessey

An unusually intereotlng meeting was
held at Mountain Grange Saturday, Feb.
17tb, with a large attendance of members
and visitors. After the dinner, which
consisted of the usual baked beans and
pastry with the addition of an oyater stew,
the lecturer, Mrs. Jennie Heald, presented
her program. It being near Washington's birthday, her program consisted of
readings on bis life by the members, with
music by the choir, solos, duets, etc.
The lecturer then Introduced L. C. Bateman of the Journal, who gave an instructive lecture on "The Lost Arts." Mr.
Bateman has the faculty of keeping tbe
audience Interested, and those in attendance will bave pleasant thoughts of tbe
speaker and tbe subject he so ably
handled for a long while.

Oxford.
Miss Jeasie Kay, who bas had appendicitis while at Massachusetts, is improved
enough to be able to come home.
Mr. Oscar M. Chamberlain gave a moving picture show here Tuesday evening.
Gladys Rowe, Elsie Bowser and Mrs.
Iola Millett, all of whom are lu hospitals
for treatment, are all reported to be

improving.
All tbe schools in town except the
high school closed Thuroday for a three
week's vaoation. Tbe high school will
keep another week before tbeir vaoation.
Greenwood.

This being Washington'· birthday, do
mail will come or go, bat we will write
» few local· for to-morrow all the same.
And it might be mentioned in passing
that it i· my father1· death day, alnce be
passed away on the 22d of February,
1848, leaving a widow and six children,
and to-day Γ am the only leaf still left
clinging to the family tree.
The last night enow atorm would have
amounted to eight inched at least, bad it
not ended In rain which settled it onehalf. To-day it is fair and windy, but
not very cold.
Mrs. Sylvester Cole has been troubled
for years with an ulcerated leg, and at
present worse than ever, and now tb<>
doctor thinks it is about to develop Into
a cancer.

Charles A. Dunham has been blackfor the Berlin Mills Co. In
Grafton with a crew of 40 to Θ0 menYankees, Irish, French, Bine Noses,
Finns, and found good and bad among
them all. He visited us Saturday, and
it was amnsing'to hear him tell about
the different men in the crew. The
most noted for gambling were the Finns,
who speut the most of the Sundays In

smithing

1804?

Diclcvale.
Hauling sawdust is the business

a

sale in March.
The winter term of school closes Fri-

day, the 33d.

Norway

Lake.

Prince.
Successors to S. B. & Z. 8.

JSJTJSsaSSSis3SS&
weaken the already weak orgau

which they come η
We honestly belief· tbât we baye the |
beet cocitlpatlon lieatmenteter
Our faith In It U «o
&not
on the positive 8U"»D
* gWe «oost the n»er a cent If itd0®·

|,

.oolhlng,
odorless,

m0,t

recent

hiss

the treatment of coD.tlpatlon. U fom·

«r-sya tr

of

those who have ice to cover.
Wortbley's mill is now running full
blast sawing and turning dowels and
turning speeders. Sixteen men are em-

ployee

Jessie A. Hammon and son Elton are
viaitlng at R. S. Tracy's.
E. G. Child attended the district meeting of Odd Fellows at Rumford Tuesday

night.

Wilson's Mills.

(galloway school has been
lengthened to five weeks, making sixThe M

weeks in all.
Isabel Linnell has finished work for
Mrs. Leslie Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Coy are the happy
parents ef a son born Feb. 11th.
Miss Zeila Wi.kins is working for Mrs.
L. H. Coy.
L. L. Leavitt returned home Friday
from Bethel where he has been on busiteen

j

tablets, 50 centa. Remember, yo
obtain tbem ool, .t our
Rexull Store. ÇbM. H. Homrd Co·

ness.

Ε. T. Bennett of Millsfield was in town

New Woolens for

| Wednesday on business.
Ray Linnoll has finished work

at the

by

There will be an aproa and fancy work
George Nason returned Thursday from
table aleo a candy table. There will be New York.
a free entertainment conalating of muaio
uenmarK.
and reading· to conclude with the farce,
A. P. Cobb is in Boston attending the
The Eogaging of Jeanette, with the folconvention of hardware dealer·.
lowing oast of character·:
Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. O. 0. P.,
lira. EUa Bonner.
Jeanettt,
Ml·· Brtgga,
Mr·. NelUe Starblrd. worked tbe lit degree upon three candiMiu Bnmpua,
Mr». Haute Jacob·. date·
Tuesday evening.
M lie Spike.
Mr·. I.tlllan Maxim.
Tbe winter term· of bigb and district
Madame Maud,
Mrs. Vona Barrett.
Mrs. Georgia Bed. school· will finish this week.
Teacher,
Mrs. Cora fibbetU.
Bridget,
Tbe Denmark Wbist Club meet· at
Odd Fellowa' ball every Monday night.
Locke's Mills.
Monday, March 4tb, la tbe regular
Bad ouugha and colda are prevalent In town
meeting day..
"
our village.
C. E. Cobb is entertaining a party of
Edward Peveriy of Norway was the J fox banter· it hi· hotel.
week-end caller of hla slater, Mrs. J. C.
Sewall Perkins la visiting with bis
Littlefleld.
brother, D. S. Perkins.
The ladies of the Relief Corp· spent I
Arthur W. Shaw, the absconding FreeWednesday afternoon with Mrs. W. W.
Coolidge. A fine time enjoyed by all.
port shoe manufacturer, was arrested in

The balance of Winter Stock is being sold at Mark
Down Prices. Therefore you are offered an opportunity
to secure High Grade Merchandise at Little Prices.

Children's Worsted Dresses.
Dresses that sold for $1.00 and
Dresses that sold for $4.00 and
Dresses that sold for $4.75

JSSF&

Cummlngi,

cewêdffirst

NOW $9*98

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.
MAINE.

NORWAY,
for

a

NOTICE —Our Dress Making Rooms are closed
little time, but we will make Button in the store.

BLUE STORES

Looking Up

peacock and set
Prom this legend
STATE OF MAINE.
and the various additions made to it
from time to time the belief has arisen OXFORD, 88.
that It Is unlucky to have peacocks'
February 21st. A. D. 1913.
Taken this Slit day of February, on execution
feathers Inside a house.
dated the 12th day of February, A. D. 191-2, 1seued on a judgment rendered by tho Supreme
t York, at the
"Judicial Court for the County
Fire Inaura no· Folka.
term thereof begun and held on the first Tues▲ young Englishwoman Introduced a day or January, A. 0.1912, to wit, on the second
new phrase to a New Yorker the otb day of February, A. D. 1912,1η favor of James
S. Newton, admr. estate of Daniel H. Newton,
et day. She had been telling of her and against The Windsor Company of Kluery,
In
the County of York and SUta of Maine. for
sancits
home town, of
extraordinary
eight hundred and twenty -six dollars and fifteen
timoniousness, until her bearer asked, cents debt or damage, and nineteen dollars and
cents costs of suit, and will be s->ld at
"Why, what sort of folks live there?" eighty-five
auction on tbe premises In said Sumner,
'Oh," she said, "they're all Are In- ο said County of Oxford, to tho highest bidder,
on the 30th day of Marcb, A. D. 1912, at one
surance folks."
o'clock In the afternoon, tbe following described
It didn't seem that any one commu- real estate and all tbe right, title, interest, or
which the said Ί lie Windsor Company
nity could be made up of people in equity
ha« nnd bad in and to tbe same on tbe 3rd day of
one line of business, and the hearer August, A. D. 1911, at four o'clock and fifteen
minutes In the afternoon, the time when tbe
asked for an explanation.
same was attached on the writ In tbe aame suit,
"Why," come the answer, "Are In- to wit: A certain lot or parcel of land situated

Spring

to

Oil ρ ROTS TO SIBW TOO.
In them you will see New Ideas, Neat Looking
and Becoming Hate. It will be interesting to you to
look them over, even if you do not intend to buy
until later. We shall be only too glad to show you.
Don't hesitate to ask to see them.

fiubllc

$5.00
$3.00
.
One of Our Big Sellers—Noyes Special Derbys, $2.25
$2.00
A Reliable Hat—The Bedford Derby,
The Peer of All Hats—Stetson Hats,
Our Best Derby—Lamson & Hubbard,

.

In the Town of Sumner In the County of Oxford
and State of Maine, bounded and described as
follows: Beginning at the Junction of tbe cross
road wlih the highway leading from Uuckfield
to East ."umner; thence northerly on said highway to land of U. W. A J. Cobb; thence easterly
on said Co'ib lins fourteen rods; tbence northerly on aald Cobb line to land of Blake Keen;
thence easterly on Keen'· line to land of Β. O.
Saunders; thence aoutherly on said Saun ters
lino to a birch tree; tbence easterly to a pointed
rock; thence southerly to the cross road leading
by R. O. Saunders' to the railroad ; tbence weaterly on the line on aald crosa road to the point of
beginning: Including the Mount Oxford Springs
with a half an acre cf land. Certain lota or
parcels of land situated in tho Town of Summ r
tbe same formerly being a part of homestead of
R. O.Saunders and tltuateu on both sldea of the
croaa roads and near Lewis B. Spauldlne'e aid
bounded and described as follows : westerly

.

.

.

SOFT HATS
Blacks—Light Colors, in Bough and Smooth Finish. It is predicted these Hats will be great sellers
this year. To be almost universally worn.

Prices—50c, $1, $1.50, $2, $3

Spring Caps to

New

of 1-14 islands and are sltuuted
about 1,400 miles east of Aden and
1,000, miles from Zanelbar. They rise
by land formerly owned by Lewis Blsbee;
steeply out of the sea, culminating in northerly by lot 151 range; westerly by the
Portland
and Bumford Kails railroad and southerly
about
is
which
3,000
of
the Isle
Mahe,
land formerly owned by Lewis Blsbee and
by
feet above the level of the ocean and now occupied by Lewis B. SpaulillDe.
HARRY D. COL*, Deputy 8heriff.
le nearly the center of the group. All 9-11
the Islands are of coral growth. The
Dandruff Goes.
houses are built of a species of mas-

sive coral hewn into square blocks
QUICKEST
which glisten like white marble.

.ΎοW 69c
IVoW $9.98

$1.35.
$4.50

THE ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

a

ipelago

present showing contains beautiful styles, and, while
refined and decidedly uncommon," are at Sensible

are

Winter Garments and Furs.

flnt^uStp^iwdf"

The Seychelles Island·.
The Seychelles islands form an arch-

they

Spring Goats and Suits.

Prices.

JÎîaAr·''

call 'em Are
New York Sun.

are now

weaves

The

"

flS^dSaf^nnr^nted

we

That

New

allowance by James
"What for?"
8. Wright, executor.
"For that article you wrote for us on
.w*· Mnnri late of Bucklleld, deceased;
the outlook for Democracy."
for allowance
"And this is authorship!" mused tbe by Frederick R. Dyer, executor.
"Well, it's tbe
j. Aver late of Paris, deceased;
lawmaker, smiling.
'»
only easy money I ever made. What's
H.
C.
Ayer, administrator.
by
the use of being a patriot anyhow?"—
T
«τ
rnmmlsif lite of Norway » deTopular Magazine.
account presented for allowance br
administrator de bonis
Stephen
non with the will annexed.
Paacooka' Feathera.
*
tvarren late of Hebron, de·
Peacocks' feathers have been banded
account presented for allowance by
of
James A. Flanders, trustee.
down to us from the anclcnt days
mythology as emblematical of treach- Dana B. Grant late of Greeowoo'l, de·
The origin
ery, evil and misfortune.
of this strange superstition Is founded

insurance folks."—

Spring Season

having first showing. The leading fashionand colorings are here in a much broader showing
ever before at this early date.
A fine woven Wool Taffeta, possessing fine wearing quali·
ties, suitable for pretty house dresses, equally durable for strett
Actual value $(.oo,
wear, travelling or general utility gown.
of
42 inches wide, price 70 cents per yard. Samples
this material will be sent to any address upon request.

able
than

asââeewass

and try

FREE copies for the asking.

the receiving room begins to get busy. We feel somewhat like
the children on Christmas morning, opening one package after
another, eager to see what it contains.

ffStaLSU^gjA
Suffix presents
by Leonard K. Prtnce,

come

Materials

all will admit; and this is no exception to the Rule.
There is an inspiration about this time of the year, when

ïdmlX

living six years of
piety. That's why

Cufffljfl

little one· as well a· grown-ups.
It is brimful of suggestions for your
Spring sewing.

Pleasant Occasions Are Nice to Write
About

?^oVof rte%UU lal,f^a.e.l panted
Loulse^M

"tor "StowanW

Showing SPRING STYLES for

Gocds

deceased;

William L. Hllller, guardian.

New

for March

Dress

«liter.

"I'll dictate it to my stenographer
executor.
and mall it to you."
A mouth later tbe magazine man
stepped up to Williams and handed
tor.
bim a check for $300.
"Is that for me?" asked Williania

Standard Fashion Sheet

Wool

W. Babb late of Hiram,
That Easy Three Hundred.
Soon after Seuator John Sharp Wileon and an heir.
liams arrived in Washington some Babb,
β
»,
A. All·» late of Woodstock, deyears ago as a member of tbe bouse of ceased;
representatives a man on the staff of a
of
magasine approached him with a re- by
bopber, half sister and an heir.
quest for an interview of a thousand
j. A»er late of Paris, deceased;
words on tbe outlook for the Democratic party.
Reflecting that at that
administrator.
time the outlook was anything but

when they get old they

Cover illustration of the

New

«y-ya

«core·

to square up by
the most painful

Goods

.tor.-'Tlko|

halters, and combs and brushes mounted in handsome style.—London Tit
Vtrrtll, a
Bits.

folks are returned colonials
who lived abroad and have committed
Then
every crime in the calendar.

Wash

Suits

sC*Siia"SH

surance

New

Coats and

aa wen aa

the rooat hearty petaon.
keBeJi 12
They come in three alie package»,
..blew, 10ceoU; 86 Ubl.u.25CD»; 80

SiSt

"Yes, sir."

Foulards

New

lœlisrflfsi:.

quizzically.

Silk

Skirts

»

ÀnfîSS
aged people,

New

Dress

That notice thereof be gl»en toall person
Besides all this luxury, every great
^
a
have
jewel
horse nowadays must
the
success
and
case, and with age
collection frequently becomes very
valuable. In the casket, which is a clock In the forenoon, and be heard tncreo
compartment of tbe box, are kept the they see cause.
various trinkets presented by admirers.
These consist largely of articles of
in sliver trlx herein named.
wear, such as bridles finished
and gold, silver chained and mounted

bright, Williams said:

Trimmings

New

chemlcal die-

srasaresfe

ing.

Dress

,

taateleaa abd eolori«a.

person·, and

New

New
Silk
Waists

fVowVit
eomp^felj remedy

tire gatUfaction and

A race horse has many sets of towels
of various grades and has blankets of
J-BOBATE NOTICE··
various weights for all weathers. These To all
portons interested In either of the estate
are marked and numbered and are
«*,
kept beautifully clean and well aired.
The belongings of the horse are carried
about iu his toilet case when travel-

morphosed him Into
his spies In his tall.

The leap year ball waa well attended | Aziscoos Dam.
their third annual drill and ball at the
The small pox cases are getting better
Opera House, Monday evening, March and a good time la reported.
Merle Sturtevant, wife and baby, of | and there are no new cases.
4th. Music by Hobbs' Premier Orchestra
Mrs. W. H. Bart Is on the alck list and
of Lewiston. Half fare between Berlin BuckBeld were at John Beald'a Sunday.
The ladlea of the Relief Corp· will| Pearl Bennett has been helping her for a
Floor manager, Sergt.
and Lewiston.
Freeman M. Morse. Concert and drill serve a dinner in the veetry March 6th few days.

Portland Wedneaday.
Waterford Grange intenda holding

1S"
CATHARTICS IMD to 0Αϋβ*
JÛBT TO TH* BOWK LB.

maht

Sariï.--=i

Christopher

to the village.
Mr. and Mra. Will Rioe are at Old
Orchard on buaineas.
Mra. Jess Littlefleld and little Merline
were gneata at G. B. Farmer's Tuesday.
Ezra Lebroke viaited bia mother over
Sunday. John Wiliia came with bim
and visited bia home here.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Lebroke are in
Boaton. Tbey were called there Friday
by the death of her brother.
Mr. and Mra. Β. H. Naaon went to

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

Avoid Htnh Drug·

upon the following classical story:
Osiris, king of Egypt, upon starting on presented by Mellnda Tuell, widow.
that pastime.
rh.rlei B. Davit late of Hiram, deceaaedi
Brooks out bis Indian expedition left his queen,
Glad to report Frank
paUlonfor an allowanM out of personal csttte
again, and has visited his brother Leon Isls, regent, with Argus, his minister, présente·! by Abble II. Davis, whlow.
of Oxford. But we fear it will be some as her chief adviser. Argus, with bis
η..ι·ι Τ French late of BrownlleU, de
time yet before he regains his normal hundred eyes, or, rather, his spies, soon
Be
health so as to resume his work
made himself so formidable and powerthat as it may he has our best wishes.
ful that be seised the queen regent,
To-day, Friday, some of our neigh- shot her
up In a strong castle and probors are harvesting their Ice and find it
But claimed himself king of Egypt. Mer26 inches tblok and good quality.
cury waa sent against him with a grandîwn, and a legatee under said will.
one roan qnit work on account of the
Arotio wind that Is blowing. How many strong army, took him captive and cut ADDXSOS K. HEftRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true
remember the last week in February, off hi· head, whereupon Juno metacopy-»lMJt^BT β pARK

Nelson Griffin has moved here from
West Sumner.
New Hampshire and will be employed
Frank Andrew· and Mr·. Rena Anby H. E. Billings.
The Peverley shop occupied by George drewe of Woodstock were the guests of
Aylea has been closed, and Mr. Ayl··* Mr. and M re. Harry Jaeobs Sunday.
One of A. 6. Karrar'n oxen it aick.
and family will soon move from town.
The first thunder shower of the season
Still tbey come. Pour moving picture
shows last week and one this Thursday about midnight the21at.
Alton Jaooba ha· come home alck with
evening.
Mt.
Co., No. 41, will hold the toothache and other troubles.

North Waterford.
John McAllister and family have moved

a

Lewlston Wednesday.
Warren's store is well patronised.
Horeee With Jewel Caskets.
Sanford Conant and family and Leon
great race horse in England
Every
Snell and family were at Mrs. C. B. Dun- has bis
toilet case, marked with
special
bam'· Sunday.
and
name
his
provided with a special
There was a large attendance at
has bis own basins,
Grange Saturday. L. C. Bateman gave lock. Each nnimal
his feedan intereating lecture.
pans and pails for the toilet,
lug utenslls^.brusbes and combe.

°f,.Jarv's

from δ to Θ.15.
Mr. Charles H. Buck, who died at his
home in North Woodstock, Feb. 20th,
was born in Hamlin's Grant, eighty-two
years ago, the son of John and Hannah
Cummings Buck. Mr. Buck was twice
married and leaves a widow and two
children. He waa a veteran of the oivil
war and served on the quota of Rnmford.
He waa mustered into Co. B, 3d Me.
Vol., July 17,1863 aud was mustered ou'
at Augusta, June 28, 1864, and then reenlisted and was transferred to the 17th
Me. Infantry under Col. Thomas A.
Roberta of Portland. Later be waa a
member of.the 1st Me. Heavy Artillery
The funeral was held at the North Woodstock chapel Tburaday afternoon, attended by Rev. J. H. Little of Bethel.
Burial in the Moody oemetery.
Eugene Haynes of Millon PI. was
brought here Friday morning and taken
to the Lewiston hospital. Mr. Haynes
waa suffering much pain and his physician thought it adviaable that an operation be performed at the hospital.
The agent here for the corn faotory,
Ned. I. Swan, aaya the company deairea,
to procure a contract thia year for 165
acres of aweet corn.
The farmers have
signed for around 150 aorea so far.

writer in tbe Geo"In tbe old days,
before tbey came under tbe government. marriage by capture was comin
mon, tbe abduction being done
In fact, tbe lake tribes seemcanoes.

marriage." says

graphical Journal.

ed to be continually raiding each other,
and among fellow tribesmen, too, capturing sheep, goats and women. Often
raids would be made on Wa-Wiaa vilTbe
lages on tbe banks of tbe rivers.
raiders, waiting till tbe men of tbe village were out, would approach in their
canoes and catch all tbe women tbey
could. As tbe rule of Europeans, with
this
European law, gets a firmer hold
marriage by capture will presumably
North BuckflelO.
give way entirely to tbe common
Tbe
barter.
B. S. Record has been visiting in method of marriage by
local value of a woman is one sbeep
Livermore.
Mr·. Isabelle Swallow and daughter (market value about 75 cents). In tbe
Eola have returned home after spending case of a 'nafumo,' who was killed,
the winter with her brother, Ο. E. Turn- compensation was fixed at one canoe,
er, at East Snmner.
one sheep and a string of beads."
were in
Mrs. Ν. E.

West Paris
C. T. U., and Wwt
Pari· Publlo Library Aeeoclation. To
all of theae organization· «he gave unMr.
gaining
sparingly of her interest and aid until
Mr. John Swan, acoompanied by Dr.
failloK health compelled her to reajRo
Montreal
to
went
Sunday
H.
[.
retire
and
Wigh»,
the
which
held,
the offices
treatment
from public aerrice. Not having been evening for apeoial
The winter term of Oonld Academy
bleaaed with children of her own she
ward Rebekab

Grange,

Mrs. David Flood has been quite sick
West LoveU.
bot is better now.
recently,
vicited
the
of
point·
England,
John Elliott aawed M. A. Sargent'· aad
Eugene Flood of Farmington spent a
will be the noted cathedrals, tba Isle of
day here the first of the week, called
Wight and CarriabrookeCaatle, Warwick Mrs. Caroline Fox'aofwood this laweek.
vial ting here by the Illness of his mother.
Oxford
Geo. Babinean
and Kenilworth Caatlea, London and the
Mrs. Slmsr Dunn is in very poor
Tower, ate. On April S the Continent Ma aunt, Mrs. Alexander Laroque.
The family of W. H. Smith of Stow, health sow.
will be viaited. Paria, Cologne, tha Rhine,
Elmer Dnnn has been at home for a
are having a sick
the Alps, Obarammergau and the Paaaion living aear Lovell line,
the maaalee. Mr. South had ; few days sick with a severe oold.
Play, tba center· of Qeraaa literature time with
Miss Amy Mills has returned to Nor·
•ad art, ete. Tha final lecture of the ibem first and then Mr·. Smith aad (oar
and Arthar Smith, a aephew, way High School.
coarse will be on tha 3d of May, subject ; shlidrea
Is
Is
a
crtti? Donald B. Partridge is at home for a
not yet announced. Siagle lecture tickets, lad them. Virgil, one aoo.
few days.
:al condition.
26 cents

and

Marriage by Captura.
But Wâtorford.
Bethel.
among Wu-Cnga of north"Marriage
Peerl
of
wife
tb·
to
Born, lb· 12th,
le much less of a formalSnnday evening, Feb. 18. Ibe W. 0. T.
Rhodesia
east
U. held a Franc·· Wlllard Memorial Ripley, » daughter. the
the neighboring tribe·,
than
three
among
the
ity
lltb,
SaturJay morning,
meeting in the Congregational ohnrob.
unnecessary, and very
of
Abel
Pulklnnen,
being
betroth*·'
old
month·
baby
The president, lire. 0. M. Meson, pre·
on the Baker farm, wu often tbe parents know nothing of the
elded. Special muslo was rendered by a ft Finn, living

Show You, 50c, $1, $150.

Spring Suits Arriving Every Day.

New

F. H. NOYES CO.
SOUTH PABIS

DANDRUFF CUBE WORLD HAS

NORWAY

(Two Stores)

EVER KNOWN.

Wanted Something Elaborate.
Mr. Coopah—Could you lemme look
If yon want to get rid of dandruff in
in y& dictionary a minute, kuhnelT tbe shortest possible time get a bottle of
Jest want t' flnd a couple of words to PARISIAN SAGE today and use it.
Beside· banishing dandruff and makadd
lodge office title what Ab
was elected to last night They dun ing your scalp immaculately clean, PARISIAN 8A0E ia guaranteed to stop failchose me grand high most worthy exbair and itobing scalp and impart life
it ing
but
alted
imperial
plenipotentiary,
and beauty to the bair.
Mr. and Mra. B. Wilson of Portland | Los Angeles, Calif., on Tuesday. Though
bit
sounds
a
little
me
dat
strikes
Jee*
One of Roobeater'a moat prominent
be denied bis identity, there seemed to
•pent laat week at Biroh Haven.
barbera wrltea:
Mr. and Mr·. Walter Rand, Mr. and I be little reason to doubt it. Tbe woman cheap.—Puck.
Mra. Oiicar Brown, Alice
Gentlemen—"I am a barber of fifteen
and Tom In tbe caae, Mrs. Georgia M. Stuart of
We make a
of SOFT EASY SHOES FOR WOMEN.
ba?e used man y things
years'
Brown, and Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Brew· Boston, bad already been arrested the
Qenereus.
ater apent the week end at Camp Echo. day before. The arrest was accomplished
Baron (to his valet)—Johann, I have for bair, but never found anything equal We have the
Lace
sole,
toe, all sizes
George F. Marshall, who died at West through the means of a long letter writ- received quite a large number of offers to PARISIAN SAGE for removing danoo.
Also the same kind with the
$2
druff.
fa alao a aplendid bair dressing from 3 to 8, EE wide,
It
Pari·, Feb. 19, built "Camp Echo" on ten to Mra. Stuart by Shaw, who was In
reply to a matrimonial advertise- and
the ahore of Round Pond a few jeara going under the name of Arthur S.
quickly atopa itching aoalp. I bave tole for
And we also have the Good Cheer Lace
sole
ment i'kave selected one out of the used it
for tbe fait three yeara." T. D.
ago, and in his going to and from the Willis. Por Mrs. Stuart Shaw deserted
end
rubber
heel
for
rest
if
and
here
are
the
like
to
and kinds of comfort
$2.00, and many other
you
Smith, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
camp made many friends, who are pain- bis wife and children, and embezxled a lot
ed to learn of his death. He waa a large amount of the funds of the firm- make any use of them.—From the Ger- Hocheater, N. T., June 27, 1911.
footwear. Remember you can find what you want and get fitted if
you
PARISIAN SAGE ia aold by tbe Chaa.
pleasant, kind and obliging man, and bow much ia not yet exaotly known, man.
come here.
H.
will not soon be forgotten by thoae who though it Is thought it will not exoeed
Howard Co. and druggiata everywhere
called him their friend.
tor 60 oenta.
A Poxy 8oheme.
«50,000.
Mr. Swett of Upton is visiting at W. I
'Tommy, if you'll saw some wood
W. Coolidge's.
NOTICE.
Nearly 915,000 was tbe aggregate 111 tell you what I'll do."
Mrs. Helen Bryant, Mrs. Ordell Bryant I
The subscriber hereby gives notice that Le
amount contributed to the Penobscot
"What's that dad?"
lias been duly appointed administrator of tbe
and Earle apent Tueaday at Daniel Foscounty treasury by liquor dealera wbo
"I'll let you have the sawdust to play »tate of
ter's at East Bethel.
settled nuisance indlotmenta In tbe auCARRIE A. HILLIBR late of Parte,
circus with."—Washington Herald.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Marjorie Libby of Auburn viaited her
whiob
Wedneacourt,
adjourned
Itonds as the law directs. All persons having decousin, C. B. Tebbets, last week.
bave
No
dealers
taken
at
aj
Bangor.
mands against the estate of said deceased are
Mrs. Llule Demond attended
tbel
Awful tick.
sentences. Tbe action of the court
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
funeral of her slater, Mrs. Emily Ben- laa had no
effect on the general
Tommy's Uncle-Hello, Tommy! I ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payapparent
Residence
ment Immediately.
nett, at Welcbville, the 17th.
hear you've been sick. Was it very
condition· of the county.
Feb. **h, 1912.
WALTER L. GRAY.
bad? Tommy—Awful! I wasn't sick
North Stoneham.
Deacon William J. Burnham of Lewla· enough to stay home from school.—
Ooldleand Alice Adama viaited their |
ton, wbo died on the 18th inat., waa one Philadelphia Record.
of
Mrs.
Ethel
•ister,
Files, Albany.
of tne most prominent Free Maaona of
Clint Andrews of North Lovell Is driv-1 tbe
atate, being a past Grand Master of
The Natural Method.
Lewis
McAllister'·
oxen,
log
«
tbe Grand Lodge, and having been at tbe
"Do you believe in the rod in edufor
Κ.
Mrs.
Fontaine.
H.
pine
head of other of the grand Masonic
Alonao Brown, the road commissioner,
ratlonal methods?"

J

f

Comfortable Boots

tojnah

FOR WOMEN.

|

specialty
Lady Washington
price
$2.50.

experience;

Sreme

Opera House Block,

{all

hauling|
|

and Arthur Moody, of Eut Stoneham,
fixing the bad plaoee la the|

with

bodies.

"Why not? Isn't the

use of the rod
nuke children

the natural way to
BLAMED A GOOD WORKER.
Amos MoKeen of North Lovell hte ont I
"I blamed my heart for aevere dis- smart?"—Exchange.
and packed tha loa In Arthur Stone's, L. tress In my left side for two years,"
Of all thieves fools are the worst;
D. Hill's and 8ldney Peteraon'a loe | write· W. Evans, Danville, Va., "but I
know now it waa Indigestion, aa Dr. they rob you of time and temper.—
houaea.
I. A. Andrew* ia chopping pine for H. I King'· New Life Pill· oompletely cured Goethe.
me." Beet for •fomacb, liver and kid*
B. MoKeen.
Title· of honor add not to his worth
L. J. Olney from Fryeburg waa here I uey trouble·, oonatlpatlon, headache or
Monday to look over their pise that H. debility. 25c. at the Chai. H. Howard who la an honor to his title.—Ford.
Co'·, «tor·.
B. MoKeen is logging.

Wedneaday.

heavy
Boots, light

Norway, Maine.

Telephone 38*2.

$12,000,000 Guarantee.

HARKED DOWN

Before you buy ANY automo·
examine the NYBERG 191 a
:ars, now on exhibition by

jile,

F. B.

South

money

Paris,

kgent for Oxford County and Harrlaon
Brldgton. |^It will pay you to

ιm

this ear.

I shall sell the bakuice of my stable and street
blankets at a discount .Now is the time to save

Fogg,

1 md

5-81

38-3.

HORSE BLANKETS

A Low Price Car

were here
road a

styles

plain

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

|

|

Boots, light

(

on a

blanket for your horse.

James N.
•1

Favor,

Main St,

Norway, Maine.

.\Mo7.UOK"

The Oxford Democrat

SOUTH PARIS.
HucTH pakis ro*r orra

OflceHoun: 7:30 A. M. to 7 &) p.m.
mum KAIL WAT.

Spring It almost in eight.
Onlj a week to town meeting,

Tie Report «ad Other Tow· Matters.

ing

Miu Mildred Parlin vuked friend* In

Portland lut week.

J. P. Richardson la repairing and
the inside of his store.

ing

paint-

year», containing only 99 printed page·.
It U in abont the usual form.
From th· report of th· assessors it appear· that the valuation of the town i·

as

follow·:

Resident real estate.
$1,0(3.740.00
ββ,085.00
Miss Doris Culbert is visiting her tant Non-resident real estate,
in Lewiston for a few days.
TRAIN· LKAVK «OCT H PARIS
$1,135.636.00
Resident personal estate
$323.380.00
t,.-lrg down (east)—i* a.m., dally; 9:43 a.*.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bonney of Nonresident
personal estate, 16,940 00
.lallr e*rept Sun.tay ; 4:36 p.*., daily.
Sumner
are gueats at J. D. H ay nee.'
333
A.M..
PJI.,
dally;
t.ôlngup wes»)-»:4S
840,300.00
ΙλΙ y except Sunday; 8:47 P.M dally.
The Economical Whist Club will meet
CHCBCMXS.
Total val nation,
$1.476,133.00
with Mrs. Theodore Thayer Wednesday.
Total valuation In 1910,
1,470.808 00
Kîrrt Congregational Church, Re*. ▲. 1. McMrs. John Murphy was a guest at D.
u
rter, Pastor. Pre-aehlng service, 10 4Λ a. Jt.;
Increase In valuation,
$
5,320.00
<i.E !.*y School 11:45 A.M.; Y. P. 3. C. Ε. 8:00 E. Murphy's iu Lewiston, one day last
The total tax committed to Harry D.
Kventng service 7:00 p. m.; Church week.
μ
at
7
30
p.
*.
Cole for collection waa 132,390 00.
Rate
r*ver meeting Wedne»<lay evening
*n t otherwise connected, are cordially InΑ
Miss Edith Maxwell, who teaches in 20 mills. Number of poll· taxed, 933;
vited.
is
at
home
for
a
short
Maiden, Mass.,
not taxed, 120.
Poll tax, |3 00.
VeùoiUst Church, Rev. T. S. Kcwley, Pastor
vacation.
There are no overdrawn accounts, that] day.
On Sunday, morning prayermeetlng 10 Λ0 A.
reaching -ervtce 10 45 A. m.; Sabbath School
manner of doing bosinees, once allowed,
The leap year ball at the Opera House,
Mrs. T. S. Barnes and Miss Helen
*
Ep worth League Meeting 61» p. m.;
been done away some years ago. on Thursday evening, Peb. 29th, promises
i,ravr meeting Wednesday evening 7 JO; das* Barnes spent Thursday with relatives in baring
meeting Krt lay vening 7:30.
Outstanding bills are |4 50 in town offi- to be the biggest affair and most pleasing
lewiston.
!'..·»ι tl»t Church, Rev. E. A. Davie, Pastor,
cers1 account, and $159 30 In abatements ! of the season.
Sab.
un Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
Miss Charlotte Giles spent Saturday to come from tbe miscellaneous account,
C. B. Cummlngs & Sons took from the
School là M. ; Y. P. S. C. E., 6:15 P. M.;
p. m. ; Wednesday evening and Sunday with her sister
Addie at both due to Harry D. Cole.
-iver meeting 7
Frost lot a pine tree, the first 16 ft. cut
All are Lewiston.
Seats free.
7:30.
aervlce
Forest fires are responsible for a heavy I of which surveyed between 800 and 900
prayer
welcome.
draft on tbe miscellaneous account to | feet. There were three 16 ft. logs before
L ulvereallst Church, Rev Chester Gore Miller,
The last few days haven't broken the
fire fighters.
Preaching service every Sunday at backbone of
a limb was reached. The logs were sound
I'.t-t'-r.
winter, but they almost pay
Y. P. C. U.
». a. m. Sunday School at 12 M.
Amount· paid for entering the sewer and clear.
seem to have put a crimp in it.
st : p. ».
at South Paris were 9490.00.
Erlon Tyler of Buokfield'pleaded guilty
STATED MEETINGS.
Mrs. Percy Rankin of Leominster,
The financial standing of the town is to tbe larceny of D. C. Walker's fish, and
94.
RerulAr
is
So.
with
Mrs.
her
Mr.
and
—Pari·
as
Mass.,
Lodge,
was given ten days In jail by Judge
Κ. Λ A. M
parents,
given follows:
fulluoon. A. W.
-a e Ing Tuesday evening on or before
Walker, for a short time.
Jones, Tuesday.
LIABILITIES.
ι. >>. O. r.—Mount Vlca lodge, regular meetMajor Bial F. Bradbury will report at
Η. A. Morton of the Paris Manu- Indebtedness to school fund at 6 per
1l.·». Thursday evenln of each week—Aurora
cent.
Κ
$ 3,6-7.50 ] Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, April 1st, for
impotent, brst and »hlr I Monday evenings facturing Co. made a short business trip
Indebtedness to Bray fund at 5 per
of each month.
a course of study in the Army Medical
i> if R.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No. to Boston and New York last week.
cent.
540.001 Corps.
or each
Indebtedness to Cusbman fund at 3
30, reets second and fourth Krldays
Mrs. Walter E. Penley and son Albert
James 0. Crooker has been confined
300.00
m >nth In Odd Fellows' Hall.
per cent,
meeu are
to Rose McKenrey Hayi,. A. R.—w. K. Kimball Post, No. 148,
to his home for some days with a severe
spending a week with Mrs. Penley's Indebtedness
100.00
wood fuHd at 4 per cent,
Ur t an l thirl «aturday evening* of each
cold.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Murphy.
Indebtedness to William U. Dennett
m< ntii, In G. A. IL Hall.
Mrs. Charles S. Penley died at her
300 00
fund at 3 per cent,
Wui. K. Klin bai. Circle, Ladles of the G. A
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Wheeler
of
third
evenings
00
and
Saturday
Indebtedness to two Iron bridges,
1,565
"t. meet* tlrst
home on Crockett Ridge Tuesday, Peb.
attended the ball of Kora Temple, Mystic Indebtedness to sewer account,
2,100.00
each month. In iiranl Armv Hall.
meets
20tb, of pneumonia.
S. 0f v.—loehua L. Chani'-erlaln Camp
Shrine, at Lewiston Thursday evening.
after the full of the
A party consisting of Dr. F. N. Barker.
$ 8,532.50
h uie tir»t Tuesday nl^li:
Total,
Miss Elsie Holman has returned from
Dr. B. F. Brabbury, Dr." H. L. Bartlett,
RESOURCES.
third
and
flrat
meets
P. of H.—Paris Grange,
a two weeks' stay with her brother,
P. Jones, Col. A. J. Stearns, Hon.
lia!!.
28.18 Dr. H.
$
Balance uncollected town tax. 1906,
sat ν lav fe.«i : muni: In Ur ·ι g
of Arthur Holman, and family, at Aaburn. Balance uncollected town tax.
39.80 J. A. Roberts, Postmaster C. S. Akers,
1907,
I'. υ G. C.—Second and fourtn Mondays
56.31 Editor F. W. Sanborn, Cashier H. D.
Balance uncollected town tax, 1908,
eai h month.
No. 181,
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Briggs leave Balance uncollected town tax, 1909.
80.08
V K. <>. P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
Treasurer G. L. Curtis, G. W.
116 44 Smith,
aie u -ecood and fourth Wednesday evening*
Wednesday morning for Boston, where Balance uncollected town tax, 1910,
137
86 Holmes, H. F. Andrews, Ε. Ε Andrews,
Balance uncollected town tax, 1911,
of ach month.
of
weeks.
will
a
vacation
two
they
spend
h. of P.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 31. meets ewy
1.247 38 Η. B. Foster, S. B. Cummings, F. H.
Balance due from state,
9.618.47
» r day evening at Pythian HalL
J. Hastings Bean and George M. At- Casb In bands of town treasurer,
Cummlngs, G. I. Cummings, H. L. Home,
the
wood
of
attended
aunual
the
C. H. Sargent, Frank H. Noyés, S. W.
of
is
the
meeting
of
Patten
$11,314.37
yrs. David
guest
in Resources above liabilities,
$ 2,781.87 Goodwin, Thomas Thibodeau, J. Ν
h»r >ister, Mrs. Archie Cole, at Mrs. Maine Savings Bank Association,
William C. Stearns,
( Selectmen
Portland, last Thursday.
Favor, and Howard B. Yonng entertained
of
{
Frank a. Karrar,
Kyerson's.
Don C. Seitz of the New York World at
Paris.
Chas. W. Bowker,
(
It is expected that Norway Lodge will
M· int Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., has
the Dr. Barker farm in Oxford at supA good account of the work of the
make an exteusive purchase of work the Third Degree on candidates
Mr. Seitz spoke of town inprovefrom Mt. Mica Lodge at their meeting schools for the year is given by the per.
new regalia.
ment and good roads, and was followed
and
the
school
committee
superintend- in the
Tuesday evening of this week. Those
evening by others of tbe company
lars of the grammar school who
ent.
go from here will take the 7:15 car.
who indorsed tbe ideas advanced by Mr.
in Graud Army Hall
« c able
on
a
due
amount
of
the
ha
a
Quite portion
Seitz. It was a very pleasant and profitMisses Laura and Hattie Burnell en- back taxes has been cleaned
Wednesday evening.
up, by payable evening.
tertained the Merry Eight Bridge Club ment and
I
total
and
tbe
abatement,
-•»n'ey Shurtleff has been at home Friday evening.
D. M. French has repaired and imBridge was enjoyed,
of delicious refreshments served and the due in taxes, from 1900 to the present
f.·: a few days from the school
tbe C. E. Holt residence on
assessment, is now $451.03. Of this proved
in
Boston.
will take possession
last of the evening enjoyed socially until amount
pharmacy
f127.86 is on the assessment Pleasant street and
only
mobile show in Portland has a late hour.
for 1911, which «mounted to over $32,- at onoe. Elmer E. Durgin, who bought
out E. C. Winslow, has tbe leaned the
been t center of attraction for a good
Paris High School will have its debate 000, and was committed to Collector
tenement in the Hawkins bouse occupied
n:auy South Paris people during the with Buckheld High School during the Cole after the first of July.
by Mr. French for a long time.
week of March 18. The debaters on the
past week.
Frank H. Beck and wife vieited Mr.
from
will
be
selected
of
Paris
«
High
V.
Ames is clerk in the store of part
By an error of the printer, there is a Beck's parents in Woodstock the past
of
the
the
who
at
those
debated
meeting
the Ν Dayton Bolster Co., taking the
doubling of one item in the report as week.
who has Forum Friday evening, when a good proMrs. Alma Harriman, who has opened
ρ are f 11 a' Id Π. Gammon,
printed. This is the pay of C. W.
a
with
was
gram
particularly Bowker as selectman, on pages 58 and dressmaking rooms over Freeland Howe's
given,
({one to Mexico.
debate.
lively
Near the bottom of pago 58 the insurance office, is Boon to visit Boston
59.
Mvr o E. Farnum of this place and
This is the week of the Good Cheer item is given in a lump as 1198.00. On and New York for the latest fashions.
' Miss De t A Mattor of Norway were
59 the time is given by months, and
Capt. John W. Nash starts for the
marrie·: in Ρ ·rt tuii on Monday of last fair. The sale will be held Weduoaday page
afternoon and evening and Thursday the total, 1198.00, is erroneously carried New York Sportsman's Show Saturday.
I week. They will reside here.
at
the
of
tbe
column
figures
Hazel Foster, daughter of Selden C.
afternoon iu Good Cheer Hall. Thurs- out into
f ο com- Jy "A Kegimeut of Two," is
day and Frida> eveuings the play, "The right of the page, instead of being plac- Foster, intends to enter Bates College
in
be
will
is
and
of
which
it
the
column
underneath
presented
ed
be.2^
in
prepared.
will
next
fall. She la one of Norway's verv
be
I
Colonel's Maid,"
presented
under the auspices of Pari» New Hall. Shaw's Orchestra will
\ w Ua
a footing.
Any one footing the last successful teachers.
play
\h.'ol, on the evening of March 14 all three evenings.
column will find that there is $198.00 too
Ο. M. Cummings has very well recovmuch in it, and the error will be appar- ered from his operation at the hospital
I MM 13k
The Ladies' Whiet Club met Thursday ent.
and is much improved in health. He is
>:
t\
J iUwsoo is substituting at afternoon with Mrs. Dr. Stewart, and in
able to ride considerable.
r:ck school bouse for Mies Wetherell, tbe
and
of
the
club
the
ladies
evening
The warrant for town meeting has
m
.eeii given two weeks' leave of their
The annual town meeting, it is unnecesgentlemen, with a number of
been published. It contains the usual
the illness of ber invited
e because of
■»!'-·
to mention, comes next Monday,
in
Grand
assembled
sary
Army
guests,
business of tbe town
mother.
The warrant for the Paris articles for usual
Hall and enjoyed the evening with danc- March 4.
and some others. No. 20 is to see if the
There were three pieces of music, meeting contains thirty-two articles, and
Mrs. C. A. Record and eon Milec of ing.
town
will
join Oxford, Otle6eld or Waterwill doubtless consume abont tbe usual
a
Maverbill, Mm, are with Mr» Record's and it was a very enjoyable affair.
the uenal arti- ford for tbe purpose of employing
Beside·
time.
of
amount
B. Crockett,
f arents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
The annual meeting of the village cor- cles relative to election of officers and superintendent of schools. R. S. Ch. 15forafewdays, and Miss Ethel C. Crockett, poration comes on Tuesday of next week.
40-45—One section- to see what sum of
appropriation of amounts for ordinary
who teaches in Haverhill, is also at home
Among articles in the warrant which are purposes, including state road, etc., there money the town will grant and raise for
for a short vacation.
rent of hall and other Incidental expenses.
outside of the regular annual business are as
special matters of business the Another
Is, to purchase one or more
A state teachers' examination was held are, to locate another hydrant ou Pine following to come up:
snow rollers, also to purchase one or
school building Friday, Street Dear Robert Paterson's, to place
at the high
see what sum of money tbe town
A
kt.
14.
Tp
and to elect a comand seventeen candidates appeared and street lights on Wheeler Street, and to will vote to raise to underdraln the road near A. more gravel pits,
of selectmen, treasurer,
Γ. Tvler'a, and to see If they will vote to expend mittee to consist
took the test. Of these tive were mem- buy tive hundred feet of new hose.
the sum of nine dollars anil twenty-three cents road commissioner, superintendent of
bers of the graduating elms·· of the high
The firm of Favrar Λ Dean, which has not expended last year.
| schools and others, to serve without pay,
school, one a Woodstock teachor, and the for some time run the grain business at
Art 17. To see If the town will vote to raise ί to "investigate and consider" its town
rest were teachers in the Paris schools.
tbe Shnrtleff mill, has been dissolved, tbe «uni of Ave hundred dollars, or anv other j warrant and submit a
report to the next
Albert E. Dean retiring from the Arm. amount, for concrete sidewalk on Paris Hill.
The house of the late Mrs. Miriam M
annual town meeting; to authorize town
has
tbe
other
Everett
H.
Farrar,
town
Gothic
the
and
partner,
of
sum
Art. 18. To see what
money
Stone, at the corner of High
officers to sell real estate acquired by rnx
bis brother, Carl will vote to raise to purchase extra land at North
Streets, which ia the old Stone home- taken into partnership
deed·; to lease the Norwav Opera House
will be con- Pari· for a playground for tbe scholars.
the
and
business
S
Farrar,
to
Mrs.
sold
has
been
Georgia
stead,
hall, armory, assessors' office and base
19. To see if the town will vote to pay for i
Andrews, daughter of Mrs. Stone. J. A. tinued by them under tbe name of Farrar theA rt.
ment for ten years, snd to elect the selectbond of the Collector and Treasurer for the
Scott and family will go there to live Brothers.
miscelmen for terms of 8, 2 and 1 years, and
ensuing year, and pay the same from tbe
with Mrs Andrews, Mrs. Scott's mother.
hereafter to eleot one member yearly for
Lawrence Spiller, a boy of 12 years, laneous appropriation.
Art. 30. To see If the town will vote to pur- three yeara.
Walter L. Bouuey underwent an opera- who lived with his sister, Mr*. Benjamin
chase an Iron bridge to replace the one now
tion at the Central Maine General Hos- Dyer, at Oxford Park, suffered a severe
standing at North Paris, and raise money to pay I
SHOCKING SOUNDS
pital In Lewiston last Monday for the attack of appendicitis while at school for same.
in the earth are sometimes beard before
removal of a growth from his throat. It one day last week. lie had had one or
ART. 23. To see If tbe town will vote to buy a
two attacks before, but none so bad a· (team roller for the
was regarded as a serious operation, but
highway and raise money to a terrible earthquake, that warn of the
coming peril. Nature's warnings are
proved successful. Mr. Booney return- this, lie was taken to the Central Maine pay for the same.
That dull pain or ache in the
ed heme Wednesday afternoon, and is General Hospital at Lewiston, where an
Art. 29. To sec If the town will vote to raise kind.
It the sum of two hundred dollars to purchase land back warns you the Kidneys need attenoperation was performed Friday.
doing well.
e
tlir·
or
one
In
for
rubbish,
was an advanced cane, but prospects are for dumping places
tion if you would escape those dangerof the villages In Paris, namely South Paris,
The ladies of the Methodist Missionary
good for a favorable recovery.
Dropsy, Diabetes or
West Paris and Paris Hill, and leave tbe matier ous maladies,
so
who
those
thank
all
to
wish
Society
of purchasing lots with tbe Selectmen.
Bright'· disease. Take Eleotric Bitters
M\ Mica Lodg<>, I. O. O. F., together
kindly contributed to the barrel of clothArt. 30. To see If the town will vote to make at once and see backache fly and all your
line of the
ing which was recently packed and sent with other lodges on the
a hyiaw to prohibit the riding of bicycles on the best feelings return.
"My son received
to a minister's family on the frontier in Grand Trunk in this county, bas accepted sidewalk and flx the penalty for Fame.
great benefit from their nee for kidney
Arkansas. Most of the articles sent an iuvitation from the Lewiston lodges
A rt. 32. To see If the town will Instruct the and bladder
trouble," writes Peter
At
to visit them on the 7th of March.
were new, and tue barrel was certainly a
Superintending School Committee to maintain Bondy, South Rockwood, Mich. "It is
will
be
held
a
district
time
Mountain,,
that
In
tbe
Bolster,
Hollow,
meeting
schools
Blsco.
sent
it.
who
those
credit to
certainly a great kidney medicine." Try
iu Lewiston Ci y Hall with work in the Partridg.· and Tubbe districts, so called.
it. 50 cents at the pharmacy of the
The Fan-Tans had a very enjoyable Third
Fraternity Lodge of
Degree
by
Chas. H. Howard Co.
time at their supper last Tuesday evenone of tbe lichest and best
Woodfords,
it
this
In making appropriations
year
Twenty-six were seated at the working lodges in the state. Special
ing.
is
there
mind
that
in
is well to bear
John Call, 48, a native of St. Stephen,
tables to enjoy a bountiful supper. train
arrangements will be announced already spent, to be assessed in taxes Ν.
After supper a social time was enjoyed. later.
B., was struck by the St. John exParia
tbe
Sooth
sewer, press Tuesday morning in the yard at
this year, $700 oo
A number of guests were present. The
iron
the
two
for
bridges Oldtown and died at 2:15 in the Eastern
Friends of the family of H. W. Tapley and $1,565 00
March meeting will be a costume party
of Auburn will be sorry to learn that built last summer. Tbe state tax, which Maine
General
Hospital, to which
and the tiref division will entertain.
two·
about
will
be
both Mrs. Tapley and hereon are ill with was $9,304 33,
only
place he was rushed after the accident.
Advertised letters and cards in South
this
year.
He had been a railroad man about 30
typhoid fever in Massachusetts. The thirds as much
l'arie post office Feb. 20:
family went to Massachusetts for a visit
years and stepped from behind bis own
Scalded.
Jackson
Fearfully
Miss I.eonora Clark.
Boy
little
of
tbe
tbe
death
after
soon
girl
train in front of the express too late for
Ml·» Ueorjr't* Jontan (card.)
Lee
Tbe
in
E.,
Eleanor
boy,
the latter to stop.
January.
Mrs. .Stella M. $ ark.
Mr*. L. Seavey cunl )
came down with tbe fever at the home of PULLS A WASH BOILER OF HOT WATER
Oacar Moore.
Mr. Tapley's brother, Ε. N. Tapley, in
HE WON'T LIMP NOW.
OVER ON HIMSELF.
Bert l.antf.
East Dedbam, and later Mrs. Tapley
H W Wilson.
No more limping for Tom Moore of
J. (letter;.
came down with the disease. Mrs. Tapley
Cochran, Ga. "I had a bad sore on my
Bernard S. Jackson, ton of Mr. and
is in the Massachusetta Homeopathic
South l'aria claims tbe distinction of
instep that nothing seemed to help till I
in Boston, and tbe boy in the Mr·. Wm. L. Jackaoo, 4 year· and 10 used Bucklen's Arnica
Hospital
Salve," he writes,
being the headquarters of the corporation
in the same city.
months of age, was terribly scalded at "but this wonderful healer soon cured
with the lougcst name to be found in Children's Hospital
their residence on Highland Street Mon· me." Heals
this section of the country, "The Oxford
old, running sores, ulcers,
From Joseph R. Parrott the Democrat
morning of last week, when he boils, burns, cuts, bruises, eczema, or
<'ouoty Patrons of Husbandry Mutai Fire receives two handsome brochures, giving day
a boiler of hot water over on to
it.
Insurance Company." There is, how- the history and a number of illustrations pulled
Only 25 cents at the
piles. Try
himself from the kitchen stove.
store of the C. H. Howard Co.
ever. an association—not a business cor- of the Key West extension of the Florida
It was about 10 o'clock in the forenoon
pora; ion— which goes beyond it in un- East Coast Railway, which was opened that the affair occurred. Mrs. Jackson
merciful length of title, and that is, "The on the 22d of January. As is generally
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers rebad just taken the clothes from a wash ly on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil. Takes the «ting
Vational Citizens' League of New Eng- known, this piece of railroad is really
on the stove, and the boiler was out of cat·, barns or braises at onoe. Pain canboiler
land for the Promotion of a Sound Bank- unique, aud its building was a stupendous
well towards full of water at about the not stay where It Is used.
ing System."
undertaking. It is a sea-going railway, boiling point. No one was looking at
the
Florida
and
between
across
Don't think that piles can't be cured. ThouWell carried out in all its details was built
the boy wbeo be did It, but evidently in
ands of obstinate cases have been cured by
Of its 128 miles of length, sevensome way he got hold of the boiler and Doaii's Ointment. 50 cents at any drug store.
Washington's Birthday party at tbe keys. miles is actual
a
work.
On
teen
bridge
it off, the scalding water pouring
M"thod 1st vestry Thursday evening. A.
the ronte, passengers are out of pulled
Κ Morse as George Washington and part of
over bim.
land. Mr. Parrott, who is an
of
sight
WashBorn.
Mrs. Ellen M. Curtis as Martha
Beside· Mrs. Jackson, the boy's oldest
Oxford man, and regarding whose work
brother, Clarence, wai In the house, not
ington, in suitable coetume, gave accuthe
in
a short sketch recently appeared
he
Feb.
to the wife of Walter H.
and
In
that
honored
work
10,
at
that
been
Norway,
of
day,
rate representations
having
Democrat, Is president of tbe Florida did what he could for the boy ai quickly Stevens, a son.
couple. For entertainment there were East Coast Raiiway,
In
East
Feb. 19, to the wife of
Waterford,
and
in
the
building as
>\>cal solos by Mrs. Wilson, Miss Toi man
possible, and Or. Stewart was called, Pearl Blpley, a daughter.
of this Key West extension has been at
A
was
done.
In
Wllaon's
Feb.
done
be
could
Mills,
11, to the wife of L. H.
in
colooial
all
that
all
costume,
and
and Miss Leach,
tbe bead of the enterprise, which was
a eon.
an original
large portion of the boy's body was Coy,
poem oa Washington by
M.
financed
and
by Henry
Mrs. Julia E. Abbott, an original paper projected
scalded, and in place· ιο deep that the
Flagler, tbe Standard Oil magnate.
skin came off with the clothing.
on Washington by Miss Florence M.
Married.
Richardson, piano duet by Miss Marion
News was received here Saturday by
Although the boy has been in danthe
of
outcome
the
and
wife
of
by
Miss
readings
Alice
and
Lulu
that
Mrs.
Davis,
condition,
F.t
gerous
Gray
telephone
In 8oath Paris. Feb. 34, at the Baptist panonMrs. H. A. Morton and A. E. Morue, and Charles A. Prescott of Livermore Fall*, case uncertain, he is now somewhat im- age, by Rev. B. A. Davis, Mr. Harrison K. Swift
Refresh- formerly of this place, had suffered a proved, so that the nurse has been and Miss Lillian Magoun, both of Parts.
■elections by tbe orchestra.
In Portland, Feb. 19, by Bev. James F. Albion,
ments were Washington pie and coffee. shock, and was in dangerous condition. relieved from duty, and there is a fair D.
D., Mr. Myron E. Farnom of 8outh Parts and
Mrs. Byron Leach immediately started prospect that he will make a good though Miss Delia A. Matter of Norway.
Good work was done by the men in for Livermore Falls, but Mrs. Prescott alow reoovery.
In Norway, Feb. 17, by Bev. B. 0. Wentwortb,
Mr. Carl F.Pratt and Misa Nellie M. Snow.
serving their supper at the Baptist died before she reached there. Mrs.
ALMOST LOST HIS LIPS.
vestry Tuesday evening. Baked halibut, Prescott retired Friday night in her usual
mashed potato*·, hot rolls, and all tbe
S. A. Stld, of Mason, Mich., will never
good health, but suffered tbe shock beDied.
fixio'a made up the most appetizing dis- fore morning.
Mr*. Prescott was the
jorget his terrible exposure to a merciplay of food on the tables, and tbe daughter of tue late Mark Leach of South less storm. "It gave me a dreadful
In South Part·, Feb. 20, Mrs. 8ar»h A. Penley,
service by the men was of the best. Paris. Besides her husband, she leaves
78 years.
oold," he write·, "that caused severe and
In
West Parts, Feb. 19, George F. Marshall,
Over 200 sat at the tables. The enter- one
me
Mrs.
for
Gladys Hammond, pains in my chect, ao it wm bard
daughter,
years.
tainment following was given by Bate· who make· her home with her parants. to breathe. A
me
several
η Norway, Feb. 20, Mrs. Charles 8. Penley.
neighbor gave
College boys. Morgridge sang several She is also survived by a step-mother, doses of Or. King's New Discovery
In West Parts, Feb. SO, Mrs. Emily L., wife of
baritone solos with good effect. Part- Mrs. Sarah E. Leach, three sisters, M<ss which
Emmons, aged 71 yean.
brought great relief. The doctor David
In Woodstock, Feb. 22, Solon C. Curtis, aged
ridge gave a number of humorous read- Hattle M. Leach, Miss A va L. Leach, and said I was on the verge of pneumonia, Si year·.
the
ings wbicb took well. Davis played
Γη North Woodstock, Feb. 20, Charles H. Buck,
Mrs. Liazie Α., wife of Β. Y. Russell, but to oontlnue with the Discovery. I
violin with bis we» known skill and art, and one balf-brotber, Byron E. Leach, all did so and two bottles completely oured Ijced 82 ycirt.
In Buckdeld, Feb. 82, Mrs. Luclnda F. Lamb,
the
and Barrows, at
pipe organ, delight- of Paris. Tbe remains will be brotght me." Use only this quick, safe, reliable widow
of Cspt. A. P. Lamb, aged 80 years, 11
ed everybody with his mastery of the here Tuesday, and tbe funeral will be medicinf for
oold·, or any throat months.
cougSs,
In Brownfleld, Feb. 22, Mrs. Mary O. (Spring),
All were enthusiastically h)ld at Mrs. Leach's on C,lurch Stree; or lung trouble. Price 60c. and 11.00.
instrument.
widow of Ell B. Bean, aged 92 years.
The auditorium of the after the arrival of the afternoon train. Trial bottle free.
called back.
Guaranteed by the
In Buck field, Feb. 19, Mrs. Sophia, widow of
church was filled, and the evening's re- Mrs. Prescott waa a member of the South Cbas. H. Howard Co.
Kimball N. Prince, aged 72 years.
In East Waterford, Feb. 11, Infant son of Abel
were
satisfactory.
church.
ceipts
very
Paris Baptist
Pulklnen, aged S months.
In Welchvllle, Feb. 14, Mrs. Emily J. Bennett,
Γν
ber
at
1»
1Y«OT
IklM
Break
Always
died
T·
Mrs. Sarah A. Penley
Lost: on Pleasant Street, a gray silk
It widow of Horace A. Bennett, aged 82 years, S
home on High Street Tuesday, at the ooin purse with silver top containing a Allen'· Foot-Kaae, the antUepile powder.
S day·.
months,
relieve·
and
blistering,
prevent· tightness
Mrs.
In Llvermore Falls, Feb. 24, Mrs. Alice F„
age of 73 years. Some weeks since
small amount of money. The finder will Bunion», Swollen, Sweating, Tender Feet At
wife of Charles A. Prescott, formerly of South
which be
from
Ad·
FBEE.
same
mailed
a
shock,
rewarded
20c.
suffered
Sample
by leaving
Druggist·,
Penley
suitably
710 Parts, aged M years.
dreee A. 8.0 lamed, Le Hoy, H.T.
she had partially recovered, when she with Mrs. Arehie L. Cole.
•offered another, which resulted fatally.
»»-■
iL
»n ffHIJ
M
Π··Ιΐΐ· m
■wmr ary
gwwi rowovn ror ^nuofmi
Our spring samples of salts to order
Mrs. Penley was tbe daughter of Jonasee them.
Believe FsverUhnees, Bad Stomach, Teething
than Β Merrill οI Hebron. She mar- have arrived. Come in and
we Disorder·, move and regulate the Bowels and
Card* MM
ried George Brown of Qoffstown, Ν. H., If now or later on you need a suit,
Used by
a pleasant remedy for Worm».
for you a-e
_i. SatbfaeUaa guar.
Mother· tor β yean. That neetr ΛΜ. At an
and after bis death married Jam·· F. would like to have one made
MM WATO" O®;
are
Allen
F
BBS.
95e.
it.
Our
want
Sample
Adore··,
as
prices
o*i
some
in. m.
•m
drngglat·,
years jast
you
Penley of Pari·, who died
7-10
8. Ofinsted. Le Boy. H. Y.
of Mr. reasonable. F. H. Noyes Co.
ago. There are several ohiidren
I.
Penley by a former wife, including
"Generally debUtated tor year·, had atok headStill selling winter suits, overooaU, ache·,
WANTED
lacked ambition, waa worn oat and all
W. Penley of West Pari·, and John L..
trousers at big reduction. An easy run-down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me s
Charles R. and A. J. Penley of South odd
Cub paid for live poultry.
Young
a dollar by baying now. well woman."— Mrs. Chas. Freltoy, Μοοβαρ,
make
to
no
way
Paris, and Mia. Dyer of Boston, but
Conn.
(or shipping
(or
heoa
aale.
Coop·
Co.
H.
F.
Noyes
near relatives of Mrs. Penley bereelf are
South
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue poultry to let.
living. She was a mem bar of thefaaeral
Only five far ooats left In oar two ooated? Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
G80RGB M. ELDER,
Pari· Baptist
to
olose
ehuroh. The
them
anxious
are
Ws
stores.
Liver seeds waking αρ. Doss's Begntets care
9-81
Sooth Paris, Maine.
hi Boas attacks. Κ oeafs at any drag state.
Thursday afternoon vm tttaedad by oat. Bargains. f. H. Noyes Co.
fi*v. E. A. Davie.
υ band

commenetiur Oct. 1, l«»ll,

PROMOTE HAIR

"Be

|

J
|

|

|

a^edM

II

FREIiSs
jflOggflfeFREI

your eye·.
I keep abreast of the latest delelopmeota in optometry. I make the eyee my
constant study.
When you call for expert examination,
ask to see tbe new finger-piece mountings—a refinement you will appreciate.

8. RICHARDS.

troubles.
We bave

composed

PARI8.

SOUTH

ME.

FOR SALE.

Transferred.
"I hope you liked the pie, Henry,"
ventured a young wife, casting an

Chester White Boar.

CURTIS,

E. D.

at her husband, soon
"I bestowed great pains

glance

West Paris, Me.

7-9
Kfter dinner.
the crust"
For Sale.
"I thought you did, my dear," be
said, "for I've got the pains now."
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
Strong Talk.
R. F. D. 2, South Paris, Me
Eric—I
father, can whisky
say,

WANTED.

my boy. Why?
Eric—Oh, I heard mother say the
drink was beginning to tell on you.
A Bad

A

woman or

and have the

Employer.

to do housework

of two children.

Address

4tf

say that Satan fiuds emIdle hands. Mott—That
may be. but when a man is out of a
Job he whonldn't go to the devil.—Boe-

girl

care

"J"

South Paris.

blo return every cent paid us for it. We
print this guarantee on every bottle. It
has effected a positive cure in 03 perci-nt
of case· where put to a practical teat.
Rezall "03" Hair Tonic ia entirely unlike, aod, we think, In every particular,
better than anything else we know of for
the purpose for which it is prescribed.
We urge you to try this preparation at
our entire risk.
Certainly we know of
Reno better guarantee to give you.
member, you can obtain Rexail Remedies
in South Paris only at our store —The
Rexail Store. Chan. H. Howard Co.

OF

DOUBT

SOUTH

WHAT

PARIS

CANNOT

BEEN

HAS

TWICE

TT

|

PBOVED.

Id gratitude for complete relief from I
aches and pains of bad backs—from dix
thousands hav.
treselng kidney ills
publicly recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills. Residents of this viciuity who ro
tea'ified years ago, now say their cuns1
This te-timony doubly
were permanent.
Pill»- [
proves the worth of Doan's Kidney
! There's no better grain
to South Paris kidney sufferers.
all say
Mrs. Persis A. Walker, Cottage S'
handled !" That's what
Norway, Me., says: 'Ί used Doan's about our
too.
Kidney Pilla some time ago and they We are
of
as to the
greatly benefited me. My case was not
we handle and when you get
serious, but I had symptoms of kidney
complaint and deciding to try a good grain from us, you can rest assured
remedy, I procured a box of Doan's Kid- that it is the best obtainable. A trial
ney Pills. A short time after using order will convince you of that fact.
them I felt better in every way."
The above statement was given July
of
amount
We have a large
24, 1908, and on July 18,1911, Mrs. WalkIf you
Three D Grains.
er said:
"Although three years have
—

"By Jove

they
grain. They're right,
quality
particular

grain

Dewey's

since Doan's Kidney Pills cured have never used it, it will pay you
me, I have been as free from kidney to do so.
This is very bulky and
trouble as If I had never had it."
in protein and very nice to mix
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. high
heavier grain.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, in to lighten up
Also have just received a car load
sole agents for the United States.
Remember *be name—Doan's—and of Park & Pollard's Beef Scraps.
take no other.
For sale by

passed

Dissolution of

Partnership.

The partnership heretofore existing between
the underslgne J under the Arm name of Farrar
& Dean, dealers In grain. Is this day dissolved
by mutual consent.
All bills due the Arm may be paid at the mill.
Bills not paid within thirty days will be left for

G. B. Cummings & Sons,

GENTLEMEN
In anticipation of the change of season
and of your ensuing needs, we have
ordered and just received a new assortment of remarkable

M. I-1NE AND IIEM LOCK. 170 ACRE FARM.
100 ton silo.
Cuts hay to fill a barn 40x60 feet.
A large
A two turn road to imrket and
quantity and variety of personal property In
plow, cut-away barrow,
eluded, viz.:
» oeder, harrows, cultivators, farm wagon with
I»ody and rack, sleds, pung, double and single
harnesses, ensilage cutter, gasolene engine, 7 II.
P., wood-sawing machine, corn crusher and
bench saw and belting, blacksmith
orge with small tools, Iron drill and new carpenter shop wtth machinery Installed. 10Also 7
years
milch cows, young stock, 2 horses, β and
Creamery and tanks,
of age, 7 hogs, 40 fowl.
Ice house fllle·». House, 2 «tories. 8 rooms, cellar, 20x82 ft., with bulkhead. Barn 40x60 ft.,
spring water. Near to neighbors and easy to
market and station. Timber will pay for farm.
Price $4,150.

depot.

SPRING NECKWEAR

Sulky

Come in and look
and shapes in

?;rtnder.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

&V5S*-

Agency,

Plumbing

With the Best of Plumbing Material. Also

Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

L. M. LONGLEY.

Engines

NORWAY. MAINE

»....

Syttem.

%

I

I

bad stomach the morning after too
much smoking and drinking—for all
these alimente nothing on earth can surpass MI-O-NA. Large box for 60 cents
at the Chas. H. Howard Co. and drug-

The subscriber hereby gives notloe that she
ha· been duly appointed executrix of tbe last
will and lentement of
JAMES H. WALKEB late of LoveU,
In tbe County of Oxford, deoeased. AU persons
having demanda against tbe estate of aald deceased are desired to present tbe same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
MART 8. WALKEB.
Feb. 20th, 1919.

Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats

for
for
for
for
for

$16.00
$14.00
$12.00
$10.00
$ 7.60

and

Boots and

Furnishings,

Shoes,

South Paris

Square

SELL

WE

THINGS

FEW

YOU CAN'T BUY AT

EVERY SHOP.
Franklin Mills Entire Wheat Flour.
Buckwheat Flour in bulk. Bye Flour.
Dietetic Flour. Purina Health Flour.

N. Dayton Bolster Co.
English

Gelatine.

Turner Cheese.

Every Suit and Overcoat bought this
present season. We've no old stock
in the store.

Coffee.
as

from the

right

sweet and pure. Try

your mother used to

North

Hatchet

Vermont Sage Cheese.

Molasses

imported,

Sea Moss Farine.

hogshead, just
Like
a gallon.

use.

35 MARKET SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

'Phone, 19-21.

"CASTORIA Ftr Infants and Chidrsn.

Til KU in Hin Ahrin BwgH

MAINE

-

A

Cox

This Strong National Bank

CUTLERY
^We have just received

new

a

stock of

KNIVES, RAZORS, SCISSORS

desired to present the same for settlement, and nil Indebted thereto are requested to
are

SHEARS.

AND

Wood

RAZORS—both the old style and the Safetiee.

$1.00

KNIVES—that will cut, in Pearl, Stag
10c to

Handles.
to

$6.00

$1.60

each.

each.

SCISSOES and SHEARS.
and blunt

All sizes, both

10c. to

Guaranteed to be all right

$1.00
or

per pair.

pointed

money refunded

AT THE PHARMACY OF

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.
THE

SOUTH

RBXATJi STORE

PARIS,

IS A WISE THING TO HAVE.

It costs you
We furnish
a

and

*

suite.
This is the vapor treatment: Into a
bowl three-quarters fall of boiling water
pour a scant teaspoonfol of HYOMBI,
cover bead and bowl with towel and
breathe for five minutes tbe soothing,
healing, antiseptic HYOMBI vapor. Tty
It when using HYOMBI for any nose or
throat ailment.
HYOMBI Is guaranteed by the Cbas.
H. Howard Co. to pot an end to catarrh,
A bottle of HYOMBI
or money back.
oosts 60 oents; a complete oatflt, which
Includes inhaler, 11,00.

and
and
and
and
and

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

prices.

A CHECKING ACCOUNT WITH

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
duly appointed administratrix of tbe

Many people regularly use tbe vapor
treatment at night In oonjunotion with
the Inhaler, claiming that it hastens re-

$20
$18
$16
$12
$10

CAPS

I

NOTICE.

a

goods first class,
but the first comers get the pick.

You'll find all these

NORWAY,

hoticb.

short time drive out catarrh.

part of it.

are

One Price Clothier

gists everywhere.

Everybody knows that breathing HTOMEI a few times a day through the
little hard rubber pocket Inhaler will in

Suits and Overcoats

H. B. FOSTER

or

THBOAT AND BBONCHITIB.

some

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

ach, and make your stomach strong
enough to digest any food.
For any ailment caused by weak stomach, such as siok headache, dizziness,
nervousness, lack of effioienoy, that tired,
all-in feeling, sleeplessness, bad dreams

CATABBH, COLDS, COUGHS,

Clothing

IT'S

sold here at low prices;

our-

J. F. PLUMMER,

^

i5c and SOc BoitU,.
At all D—Urt.
S. JOHNSON â CO., Mm. Km.

really important, if you're going to take advantage of the special prices we're now making for
clearance purposes, to do so quickly.
There's a lot of very nice stuff being

Magical MI-O-NA is what you need
for any disturbed condition of the stomach.
MI-O-NA stomach tablets will drive
all the poisonous gases from your stom-

FOB

Rheumatism, Swellings,

31 Market

FADE AWAY.

SOBE

t.

popular styles

and

already supplied

Golf Gaps, Yachting Gaps,Tennis Gaps
in all leading and fashionable colors and textures.
Prices 26c, 60c and $1.00

V Stiff Joints, Wounds. Used inwardly for
I Colds, Sore Throat, Croup, Bowel Troubles.

TaafthT' L·

AND

Vapor Treatment

Used over xoo years for

"pflji

Goes.

make payment Immediately.
COBA A. DOUGHTY.
Feb. 90th, 1913.

in all

JOHNSON'S
ΛΝΟΡΥΝΕ Uniment

a.]

GEOBOE D. DOUGHTY late of Greenwood,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demanda against tbe estate of said deceased

have

we

selves with

or Cat calls for quick
Don't try experiment*.
You are safe and sure with the old,reliable

Elias

has been
estate of

meet in advance the wants of our

Still desiring to
popular clients

treatment.

In the matter of
)
ELIAS E.WILSON,
} In Bankruptcy. I
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United Sûtes for the District
of Maine :
m
the
wils j.n of Giles··,
·.
County of Oxford, and Stato of Maine,
tn said Dlstrlot, respectfully represents, that
on the ISth day of May, last past, he was duly
of Conadjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
that be ha*
gress relating to Bankruptcy; and
of
all
his
rights
surrendered
property
duly
property, and has fully oomplled with all the
and of the orders of
Acts
said
of
requirements
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed by the Court to nave a foil discharge from I
all debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are ex-1
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 19th day of Feb., A. D. 1913.
ELIAS Κ. WILSON, Bankrupt.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 24th day of Feb., A. D. 1913, on read
lng the foregoing petition, it laOrdered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 5th day of April,
191-2, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show oause, if any the ν have, why the prayer of said petitioner snoula not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad-.
dresseu to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Jndgei
of the said Court, aad the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 21th day of Feb., 1
A. D. 1912.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest.-—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk

styles

VERY LATEST FAD

A Sprain

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

the latest

We have them in daintiest textures and
most delicate shades and qualities of exquisite silks and satins.
This is the
We have Hose to match.

SPRING

ALBERT E. DEAN.

80UBNES8, HEAVINESS, BELCHING
STOMACH DI8TBESS QUICKLY

over

NECKTIES

NORWAY, ME.

Tel. 35-3

Install

Maine.

Norway,

No. rn 5 ACRE VILLAGE FARM In South
Parle, Me., under a good state of cultivation and
<levote<! principally to email fruit: Apple, Pear.
Grape, Uaeplierry, Strawberry railing. Cuts β
ton* No.
Hay, besides other annual crop*.
I.arge poultry house for 126 hens. Home 1 12
7
cellar, also spring water. Ν w
rooms,
rtorles,
stable, 30x25, tlc up and general storage.
Thl* plic« will appeal to one wanting light
farming and to enjoy living near a prosperous
village. Price $1800. Come soon.
No. 220. ESTIMATED 000 CORDS SPRUCE,
FIR, POPLAR; 900 CORI'S liOLT STOCK ; 76

collection.
South Parle, Feb 10,1912.
EVEHETT H. FARRAR.
#-11

Indigestion

MAINE

NORWAY,

SALE

FOR

Confirmed Proof.

NICE LINES OF EMBROIDERIES AND LACES.

ESTATE

REAL

ton Transcript.

BESIDENTS

a

of these

and grow hair to tbe satisfaction of the
user, we will without question or qnib-

on

speak ?
Pnpa—No.

NEWEST STYLES IN SUITS of mixtures, possessing all the style
tendencies of the present season, $10 oo, $18 oo, $20 00.
SUITS OF NAVY SERGE, styles and prices that will appeal to
you, $15.00, $16.50, $18.00 and $20.00.
COATS OF GREY MIXTURES, wide sailor collar, low cut revers
and cuffs of light blue serge. Oaljr $90.00.
COATS OF BLACK AND NAVY SERGE, in several pretty
styles, $10.00, $12.50 and $15.00.

remedy which is ohipfly
Dress Goods for Spring.
ingrodienta, in combination with other extremely invaluable
You can surely find something that will please you in our showing of
medicinal agents. We guarantee it to
to
SPRING FABRICS." Large range of selections of materials
and
"NEW
dandruff
cure
grow
positively
is for
Fabrics in the New
in
the
even
spots
scalp
though
hair,
pretty, thin dresses; also nice line of All Wool
bare of hair. If there is any vitality
Colorings.
Spring
left in the roots, it will positively cure
baldness, or we will refund your money.
Spring Ginghams and Percales.
If the scalp has a glszed, shiny appearis
baldness
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEW 1912 GINGHAMS, in plaids,
ance, it'· an indication that
permanent, but in other instances we be- checks, stripes, plain colors and novelties ; the color tones are perfectly
lieve baldness is curable.
19 1-Stc.
We want every one troubled with scalp blended.
disease or loss of hair to try Rexail "93"
PERCALES, in light, dark and medium colors, nice line of patterns,
Hair Tonic. If it does not cure dandruff Percales for
every purpose. 19 l-9c.

speedway," said Brother Dick-

Scott—They
ployment for

Piiocarpin, although not a coloring
matter or dye, is a well-known ingredient
for restoring the hair toits natural color,
when tbe loss of hair has been caused by
a disease of the scalp.
These ingredients in proper combination, with alcohol added as a stimulant
and for its well-defined nourishing properties, perfect perhaps tbe most effective
that is known for scalp and hair
remedy

Highway.

dar ontel dey hits It So watch out
whar you is an' how la your—Atlanta
Constitution.

anxious

Every day we are adding to our attractive display of
with the
ie
Spring Merchandise. Every department teeming
are
and
fabrics
The
Nap·
Season.
styles
New
the
of
Spring
spirit

germ destroyer·
ence, and in connection with Beta
thol, which ia both germicidal and antlAll of our merchandise
have ever shown.
aeptio, a combination is formed which the prettiest we
of
balr
the
rob
destroy· tbe germs which
is up to the minute in every detail and backed by the
its natural nourishment, and also oreatea
You Should Know.
of the soalp, MSmiley Guarantee of Satisfaction.'1
When you pat on glane» that they a clean, healthy condition
which prevents tbe development of new
fitted
are juit right.
glasses
Improperly
New Suits and Coats.
are more likely to damage than to help germs.

ey, "but onderstan' well how ter slow
up. Reason so many folks gits pitched
over de fence into de.brier patch er
life Is kase dey dunno dat de fence is

|

■

a

BEALLY

Resoroin la on* of the most effective
ever dlsoovered by sci-

Cologne."—Exchange.

Advioe on the

THAT

8ROWTH WHEN

PROPERLY COMBINED

ΔΙ1ev™d

comes from

INGREDIENTS

CERTAIN

Spring Merchandise

DiaooT«ry

▲ Great

Megaphon·· In Oil.
Robert Henri, the well known painter, was discussing In New York a very
mediocre "old master" for which a
Many Norway citizens were In Port- Chicago promoter had paid an exorbiland tbla week, where they attended the
tant earn.
automobile exhibit
"The man is content with his barTbe annual convocation of the Soverand Chris- gain," said Mr. Henri. Ta sur·-of
eign College of Allied MmodIo
tian Degrees of America waa held at that To a millionaire of that type,
Maaons' Hall, Wednesday evening. There yon know, an 'old master' la merely
waa tbe annual election of officers, rea megaphone for his money to talk
ports, and work in the degree of Masons through. "—Exchange.
Elect of Twenty-seven, or Grand Tylers
of Solomon. The offioertare:
Posted en Architecture.
Sovereign Grand Master-Alfred 3. Kimball,
A. woman listened with Intense Inter·
ftorway.
Master—Chas. A. Nesbltt of eet to a lecture on Cologne cathedral
and at the end shook the lecturer's
D. Smith, Norway.
7
5*ordeii?owanl
Ν·
Norway.
hand and said:
r™i£!ireer-i>nk
Coi™pondence~Merton L·
"Ob, thank you, sir, for your illuKlroba»Norway
The village schools were closed Friday minating remarks. I often wondered
inatead of Thursday for tbe holiday. Where our colonial architecture camc
The day was properly observed on Thurs- from.
Now, of course, I see that it

NORWAY.

The annual report of the town officer·
of Pari» was i-tsaod to the citizen· the
two week· to conrt.
last of the week. Io actual size the
"Everybody" wu out Sunday, enjoy- book I· the sraalleet for a number of
the weather.
and

MAINE

nothing.

you with
record for you,

check books, deposit slips, etc., keep
and accommodate you in every other

way we can.
All you have to do is to make your
your checks.
Such

an

account

protects

otherwise :

your money

deposits
against

bery
Helps you to practise economy :
Creates good business habi's, and gives you
or

and draw

toss

a

by

rob-

firmer finan-

cial standing and credit.
And all the time your money is just as much at your service as if it were in your own pocket.
We invite you to take advantage of the privileges offered
by this Bank.

THE

NORWAY

NATIONAL

BANK

OF NORWAV. MAINE.

CA8TORIAftrtt**0itK ®"Γ*,ΐ· Λ
Hh KM Yn Utn Alwajs Bsaflt ^

„*ί

V-

■

HOMEMÂKEKrmUHN.

THE UNO OF

PUZZLEDOM.

ilni iuli tl tiui Lli

Flour for Every
Baking Need

terest
2. An officer who receives and trans-

mits the orders of a general and per·
forms for him other confidentiel services.
3. Not occupied.
4 Any tall broad leafed grass growing on the margin of streams or in

^

13P

special process, it is richest
nutritive qualities and goes

own

in

farther than most flours.
More loaves

big

a

economy.

the barrel means
Remember and order
to

barrel today.

(u)

N.

SALE BY

FOR

other wet places.
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i
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Ne. 1647<—Added Latter Puzzle.
Add u letter and change a dessert
into variegated; land into scarcity; a
corner Into to bang loose; a number
into to care for; to court into a forest;

to regret into boorish; strength into
duet; a song into a woman; a beam into
a wagon; a liquor into a musical instrument; ga.v into where butter is

made; a vapor into the middle; pale
into a slender rod; an snimal lcto a
piece of wood; behind Into gloomy.
Ne. 164®.—Enigmas.
I.
My first la In pain,
My second In cure,
My third In doctor,
My fourth In secure;
My fifth la In live:
My whole halp will give.

piV'"!1'!

VullTlras!
DAYTON

BOLSTER CO.

II.

Ss

My first Is found in violin.
My second in written theme;
My third you'll find In rhythm.
My fourth in author's dream;
My fifth In musician see.
That musician, my whole, we agree

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

A PRIVATE CKECK ACCOUNT.

III.
found in hope, not in despair;
I live in earth, but not in air;
I go around; 1 love to roam;
In vehlclea I am at home;
I dwell in ease; I never work;
I*m found In now; the past I shirk.
—Youth's Companion.

Three greatest blessings for the farmers in
modern times.

No. 1649.—Charade.
My first is a thins
From which water will flow.
It is useful at well
Or at cistern, you know.

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE A

ACCOUNT.

My second denotes
A "family tree '—
People close bound

It is Safe, Sure and Satisfactory.

To you and to

After you have once tried it you would no
more do without it than you would to take out
he
your telephone, and tell the mail carrier that
need not bring the mail any more.

and a tablespoonfnl
grated cheese.
Let it boil until it begins to thicken.
Poaoh six eggn and lay them on slices of
toast in a broad, shallow baking-dish.
Pour the sauce over them, sprinkling a
little grated cheese over the top, and put
the dish in a bot oven for two or three
minutes. Serve very hot.

Joined together
My
A huge fruit will make
It is toothsome to eat
When on pie crust you bake

crumbs and

croquettes.

No. 1650.—Rebus Puzzle.

fry

in

MADRAS

the same

way as

OMELBTTE.

tablespoonful of rice In milk
until the grains are soft. Add to this a
tablespoonful of butter, salt, pepper, and
Boil a

very little nutmeg. While the rice is
cooling prepare a Ailing of vegetables.
'Any vegetables will do, but there must
be three or four kinds, and all in small
pieces. Saute these slightly In butter

COMPANY,
MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

little curry paste. Melt a
and with
tablespoonful of butter in an omelette
pan; mix two beaten eggs with the rice
and pour it into the omelette pan.
When cooked turn it on a hot dish and
a

STANDARD

turn it over the

Send for Catalogue.

Wbut proverb?

W. J. WHEELER & CO.
South Paris.

Lumber

£25

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
are other makes, but Paroid is the beet.

There

No. 1651.—Zigzag Puzzle.
This zigzag coutains seven words oi
If the words art
four letters each.
rightly guessed and written one below

another their zigzag letters, beginning
with the upper left hand letter and end
lug with the lower lefthaud letter, will
spell the nauie of h inun who erects
bouses. The cross words are; 1. Insect*
the sweet from flowers. 2. Tc
that

sip

siotvb or to scald. 3. To make unclean
4. 1'art of a bouse. 5. Tc
or dirty.
6. Part of the hu
secrete anything.
man foot. 7. A garden implement

1.
2.
3.
1
6.

No. 1652.—Rimed Word Square.
Once Norway's good king, they all aay.
To frighten one'β senses away.
What the robins repeat.
Am odor that's sweet.
A supply used In work or In pUy.
No. 1651—Successive Decapitation·,
the wood. through brush and

t. Across

1 love to take
Or with a dear

a

2. The

Separator Today

U. S. Cream Separator

You do not care who invented the cream separator—or
which separator was first in the field.
Yo'i want to know which is the beat separator today

improved.

The United States Separator has demonstrated its
absolute and complete superiority over all other separators.
It holds the World'· Record for closest

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prise at Seattle,
1909.

Don't buy any separator until you have
asked us about the United States.
Better ask TODAY.

The Connecticut Fire

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

an ce

Company.

H artf«r4,
ASSETS
K-al Katate..
Mortgage Loans
Collateral l.aaoit,
Stocka an<t Bon.U
Cub In Office «ml

$

.....

.............

UrOM Aaaeta AilmlUe
LIABILITIES

For Sale.

Cm·.

DEC. 31.1911.

Bank,
Agenta' Ba'anoe-·,.......
Bille Receivable
Interval anil He η la,.

Insur-I

1,.

18#.ίοοου
S48.450 00
50,000 00

5«52β.49»υο
572,413 88
358,199 78
3ϋ.Λ« 73
41,183 84

$7,521.311 23

DSC. 31.1911.
» Λ»,768 381
4,Ο*9,0Μ 84
40.000 00
Ι,οοο.ο ο ou
1,123.506 01

Net Unpafcl Lo*»ea.
C near net Premium·,
A11 otber Llabllltlea,
Caah Capital,.
Surplua over all Liabilities

—.

trimmed with

No.

Key

to

—.

Puuledem.

1037.-Flowers uud Plants: Cot

lips», phlox (flocks», millet,

is the

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

waa

ton, sugar rnne. grape, horsetail, pink,
cockscomb, leek (leak), thistle, sham
rock, lichens (likings», nightshade, lis
ard's tail ttale), rose (rows), tulips (two

The

—which is the most

coat

He bravely led the daring
And from hia mates received great

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
Beet

aoldler'a

pleasant
companion

—

1 Set Two-horee Sleds.
2 Second Hand Sleighs.
1 Black Robe.

A. D. Park,
South Paris.

Day Old Chicks

coru,

bop,

toadstool.
No. 1038.—Weeds In Anagram: 1.
Pigweed, burdock, ragweed, thistle,
dandelioD. cbickweed. purslane, plan-

tain. daisy, mallow, buttercup, witch

CHOCOLATE

BROWNIES.

CLOVEB

BISCUIT.

grass, sorrel.
Soften a oake of compreaaed jeaat in
No. 1039.—Charade: Marsh, mall, low,
one-fourth a cup of scalded-and-cooled
marshmallow.
milk; mix thoroughly, tben add to one
No. 1040.—Rhymed Numerical Enigoup uf soalded-and-oooled milk: atir in
ma: Rudyard Kipiiug.
flour (rather les· than two cups) to make
Να 1041.—Letter Puzzle: Persever- a batter; beat thoroughly, or until perCover and aet aalde to
ance. atamina. ambition, love. mind, fectly amooth.
observation, faith, leniency, independ- become light. Add three or four tableof
melted
butter, half a teaence. fortitude, endurance—"Psalm of spoonfuls
spoonful of aalt, a level tableepoooful of
Life."
and
flour
to make a soft
sugar
enough
No. 1042.—Proverb in Rebus: "A
dough. Knead until smooth and elastic.
friend in ueed is a friend indeed."
Cover and set aalde until the maaa ia
No. 1043.—Charades: 1. Band, ago— doubled in bulk. Cut into atrip· and
baudage. 2. Cat. a mount—catamount then In email bite of equal aize; ahapc
theae into rounda and aet them on
3. Chest, uut—chewtuut
No. 1044.-Numerical Knlgma: Mas- a buttered pan in group· of three, to
The
simulate a three-leafed clover.
querade. Word.» IJueer. mad. some.
groupa ahould be a little diatance apart.
No. 1045.-Beh in dings: 1. Wasp. 2. If
the
be
aet in
preferred
group· may
b-llnk-lnk. 3. 8-uiotber other.
the several aeotiona of tin

mnfflo-pana.

AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
Old and
over the town.
are affected, and tbe strain
young
Is particularly bard on little children
and on elderly people. Foley's Hooey
and Tar Compound is a quick, safe and
reliable cure for all coughs and colds.
Contains no opiates. A. E. Shurtlefl Co.,
South Paris; S. E. Newell à Co., Paris.
la

sweeping
alike

Biggs—My half brother is engaged to
my wife's half-sister.
Dlggs—When will tbey be made one?

"and by

expecting

was

a

telegram

GNOMES.

I

jumped

out

of my

New York Tribune.

GOOD
OF
SLEBP
HEALTH
la not for thoae suffering from kidney
ailments and irregularities. The prompt
nse of Foley Kidney Pills will dispel
baekacbe and rheumatism, heal and
atrengtben sore, weak and ailing kidneys, restore normal sotion, and with it
health and strength. Mr·. M. F. Spalsbury, Sterling, III., says: "1 suffered
great pain In my back and kidneys,
could not sleep at night, and could not
raise my bands over my bead. But two
bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured me."
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E.
Newell & Co., Paris.
THE

SOUND

me

|4 for that anecdote when it

abont Roosevelt."

FIRST

LA

was

GRIPPE, THEN BRONCHITIS.

That wu the case with Mr·. W. S.
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. "My wife was
taken down with a severe attack of la
grippe, whicb ran into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption
and could not sleep at night. The first
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound gave her so much relief that she
continued using it until the was per·

manently cured. ▲. E. Shurtleff Co.,
South Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Pari·.

Passerby (to stout party who has
fallen)—Too bad, sir! Was it a piece of
ioe you slipped on?
Stout party—No, you fool! It was a
sheet of sandpaper.
When ber child is in danger a woman
will risk ber life to protect it. No great
act of heroism or risk of life la necessary
to protect a child from croup. Give
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and all
danger Is avoided. For sale by the
Chas. H. Howard Co., 8outh Paris.
"What'· the trouble, old ohap? Rheumatism?"
"No, I've gotten my muscle· rather

•ore

ketp
er'»

shifting

overcoat· often enough to
up with the .changes in the Weath-

'Cream two heaping oupfula of augar "You leem oroas, Pillsey."
"So I am. A fellow oalled me a born
A piece of flannel dampened with with one of butter, add two well-beaten
15c each Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on egga, and four level oapfola of flour. idiot to-day."
Chick·
79
"That'· nothing to worry about. I
"
to tbe affected parts is superior to any Mix until thi· is amooth, roll Into thin
15c 44
When troubled with lame back ■beet·, cut into large dlaoa, bruah each tblnk it waa very oonalderate of him to
plaster.
44
"
15c
or pains in the side or chest give it a with the yolk of egg, aprinkle with can- blame U on your anceatora."
or th«
trial and you are curtain to b· more than died caraway seeds, fold tha edge· over
for
Ton are probably aware tbat pneuplaça a marahmallow
pleased with the prompt relief which it to form triangle·,
in the center and hake 1· a qulok oven.
monia alwaya remit· from a oold, bat
Oxford County F. oi H. Mu- S. C. R. 1. Red·
EKgt 50c for 15 affords. Sold by the Chas. H. Howard
"
70a never beard of a oold retailing In
MAJBSHMALLOW PABFA1T.
11.00 44 44 Co., South Paris.
tual Fire Insurance Company S. C. Bine Andalueltn
pneumonia wben Cbamberlaln'a Oongb
44
44 44
here's
a
little
Make
a
la
a
children,
50
Teacher—Now,
Ancona
S.
C.
by
boiling
«1
ayrup
together
or βΟΓΤΗ PARIS, MAIMS.
Remedy waa need. Wby take the rlak
How
arithmetic.
In
two
mental
of
eencepan
example
oapfal·
strain
granu·
of Ancotuu]
wben tble remedy may be bad for a
[Π.Cecil Sbeppanl
ASSETS DEC. 31,1911.
tted «agar and one oapfol of water until trifle? For aale
old would a person be who was bortf in
by tbe Cnaa. H. Howard
I 518 40 Orfera ww haakei tor March, April aai May 1887?
Caah.
It apina a thread, then poor while boiling Go., Sootb Parla.
1.483 31:1
Aaaeaameata uupald
hot on the atlffly whipped whltea of two
3,836 00
Pupil—Was it a man or a woman?
Doe, not assessed
*50 00
All otber Asset*.
egga, and oontlnurf beating to a amootb,
Be—80 you lost tbat bandaome little
c«»e
will
Pilla
onre
Kidney
any
Foley
creamy ma··, gradually whipping in one dog you bad.
Uroaa Caah Aaaet*».
$ 5,854 71
trouble
not
or
of
bladder
cream.
beyond
of
Flavor
to
taate
kidney
3-15
Box a6s,
whipped
pint
8be—Yee, in a railroad acoldent. I
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1911.
the reaoh of medicine. No medicine with rose extract and put Into the freeztared but the dog waa killed.
Loa*ea unpaid, (estimated)
f 800 00 South Paris,
Maine. can do more. A. B. Shurtleff Co., South er. Torn the handle for fonr or five waa
He—Wbat a pity.
3,000 00
Paria; S. E. Newell A Co., Parla.
57500
Due Officer*..
minute·, and when frozen to the oon•laencyof muab, atlr in one onpfnl of HOW COLD AFP£CTS THE KIDTotal Llabllltle*.
$4*75 0»
"What are the proper oalUng card·?"
ped net meat· and ont np marahRHEUMATISM
NEYS.
Premium note* subject to asseyaient,...$538.703
oonaldered chop
••Threes or upward are
mallowa. Freeze until firm and amootb,
Policies written la lull.
$1.0» 337
Avoid taking cold if your kidneya are
▼ery good."
In ioe and salt for two or three
repacking
Polie le* now la foro*^
$4.170.074
m ENGLISH
aenaitlve. Cold congeeta tbe kldneja,
houra before aerrlng.
JOHN A. BO BEETS, Sec'y aa>l Treaa.
,
tbrowa too maob work upon them, and
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor axer·
8CBAMBLZD Χβθβ.
weakena their aotlon.. Serloue kidney
olM, insufficient maatleatlon of food,
two
or
Take
three
of
flaked trouble and even Bright'· dlaeaae may
apoonfula
For Sale.
SAFS.*:^^·
conatipatlon, a torpid liver, worry and
crab
warm
It
In
four
DRUOOIST». ■
beat
meat,
cream,
remit. Strengthen your kidneya, gat
anxiety, are the most oommon oauaee
Good Sleigh, practically new. «I MMuwrit imwmumI
of itomaob trouble·.
Correct your freeh ecga In a bowl, aeeaon to taate with rid of tbe pain and aoreneea, build them
and
throw
aalt
the
in
then
pepper,
pan,
habit· and take Chamberlain1· Stomach
up by tbe timely aae of Foley Kidney
Good heavy work harness.
aad Livar Tablet· and you will soon be throw In your crab flakea tad ο ream and1 Ptlla. Tonlo In aotlon, quick In reeulta.
M. L. NOYES,
acrambla
while
lor
Soffiolant
A. E. Shurtlafl Co., South Parle; S. S,
oooklng.
4Nll again. For sale by the Cbaa. H.
two.
Newell A Co., Parla.
Howard Co., Sooth Pari*.
South Paris.
3<fcf
ToUl Liabilities and Surplu·,

$ 7,511,311 a
FBKKLAND HOWE, Agent.
8. C. R. I. Red·
Norway. Maine.
S. C. Blue Andaluaian
S. C. Aneon*
CO^DOSKD HTATEMKUT
—

Eggs

—

C. G. Miller,

BLAIR'S]

Bah μ|.|μ ill AlbA
^PiWWInJ »Π" "Xfffi

V

An Incident of the Boxer rebellion,
of
Urban Τnan Shlb Kal vu viceroy
hla quail·
Chill, give· · suggestion of
number of
tj, note· tbe Outlook. A
came
tbe Boxer chiefs of bis province
leaderto aak him to take part in tbe
an Inablp of tbelr movement Aa
waa
ducement they assured him that It
should
impossible tbat tbe movement
fall, because the Boxers were possess·
Ined of a magic which made them
bullets.
Expressto
foreign
vulnerable
invulneraing great Interest In this
an excelbility, Yuan Invited them to
be
lent dinner. When they had dined
declared that it would be a very almple
bematter to test the Invulnerability,
bis soldiers were equipped with
cause

conducted
foreign guns. He thereupon
his guests to the courtyard, stood them
with a company
op against a wall and,
of bis own soldiers armed with foreign
of the
rifles, made a convincing test
a single
matter. Strange to say, not
Boxer proved Invulnerable.

I
An English Qhost Stery.
The ghost of Lord Tyrone, it is said,
wife
appeared to Lady Beresford, tbe in
of Sir Tristram Beresford, wbo died
1673, and announced tbat Lord Tyrone,
had
of whose death she had not beard,
died a few days before. The ghost
went on to say that Lady Beresford
would be blessed with a long desired
and
heir; tbat she would marry again
would die at the age of forty-seven.
Tbe first three things came to pass,

Too have signed
rant," she said. "I
longer to live."

Free!

Free!

Free!

A KINC KINEO RANGE.

and Lady Beresford waa congratulather fortying herself on approaching
eighth birthday when tbe clergyman
who had christened her told her tbat
than
she was really a year younger
she thought
my death warhave not much

Tbat afternoon she told tbe story to
her eon and daughter and died; and on
her wrist was the withering mark
where the ghost bad touched her.

TUB 7AIKI14 ItOSK IN TUB AIH.

to bis parents, who were
much too settled to fall in with his
idea, he stocked α cardboard box
with cakes nnd good things that he
fouud in the pantry and set out to

anything

make his home In the woods.
He inude ills way to the hollow tree
and climbed inside to inspect his new
home. Then what do you suppose be
found?
Something he bad never
noticed before—a tiny little staircase

An Old One.
1 found a gold ring today."
*A new one Γ
"No-old and much worn."
"Any name on the Inside of ltf"
"No; nothing but tbe letters B. 0."
"Gradons! Ton don't suppose lfs
as old as that, do your—Exchange.

Pianos

tn'nk.

He had
never seeu or heard of α staircase Id
side a tree, and he gnve a low aod exwhistle of surprise. As if In
Tom

utterly amazed.

was

bringing the largest number of this ENTIRE
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to
The person

Second hand Pianos and Organs
Two square
for sale at a bargain.
pianos I will sell al low price. A
lot of second hand organs that I will
dress coming dowu
Come in and
sell at any old price.

pressive

answer a ,tiuy voice ubove him cried
"Boys must uot whistle in the house!"
Looking up, Tom saw a dainty little

fairy

In
the stairs.

a

green

STORE, Norway,
Thursday, April 10, 1912, at 3 p. m.,

HOBBS' VARIETY

Organs

with green velvet, which
its way up inside the tree

wound

$2 Down and $2 a Month

and

carpeted

will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00,
FREE. Ask your friends to begin saving this advertisement

see

wand and recited
table backward.
was Just "showlug
had finished and

the
Tom

multiplication

Goodyear
Buy

them.

W.J.Wheeler,

staircase and Joined her. The stairs
led up through the darkness that was
lighted by tiny lumps mude of acorns
suspended on spider webs. At the

LETTUCE

fttlry herself.
Billings' Block, South Paris.
"Come ou up," she said, holding out
her haods, with a welcoming smile.
And Tom eagerly rao up the little Come to the Greenhouse for

with rose leuves and in which u number of fairies were playing.
"Come play with us!" they cried,
holdlag out their bauds to Tom.
So Tom ran up and took hie place in
the circle. Merrily they began march
Ing around, singing the old song of
"oats, peas, beans," but when thej
came to the part where the farmer
stamps bis foot and claps his hands
and Tom stamped his foot with the
rest the whole tree shuddered and
swayed, and with a tearing of roots it

fell to the earth.

is

It

SOUTH

Record 2.21 1-4

Porter Street,

as you are."
80 the first fair}* raised her wand
and recited the multiplication table,
forward this time, and as soon as she
hud «aid "Presto, change!" Tom found
himself his own size again.
Then with η farewell wave of their
wands the fairies rose In the nlr like a
cloud of butterflies and flew away in

dangerouB

search of a new home.
Since he had now no place In which
to lire Tom decided to go home,
where, even If there were collars
to be worn, there were other good
things to make up for them. So he

left the woods, where the evening
shadows were falling, and arrived at
his own door just In time for supper.

Needle Books Given Away.

over

The best

and Tender.

Prop.

PARIS, MAINE.

half mile track.

producing blood in the State of Maine.

Sire, Heir-at-Law; record, trot 2 12; pace 2.05 3-4. Dam, Florence Cbimea by
Cbiinee, 2.30 3-4, aire of "The Abbot" 2.03 1-2 and five otbere with record» of
2.00 or better. Heir-at-Law sire of Minor Heir, 1.59 1-2 and over 50 in tbe list.
a boree of great substance and high finish; a fast, pure
game, trotter. He is a type of tbe bigb class gentleman's driver, viz.: goud
color, tbe right conformation, action and speed, combined. That be has tbe ability
He has to hie credit American
to transmit these qualities is shown in his get.
Chimes 2.14 1-4, Attorney-at-Law 2.18 3 4, American Blossom 2.10 1-4, Mamieee
2.24, and these from mares of no particular individual breeding.

AMERICAX LAW is

South Paris, Maine.

gaited,

Foley Kidney Pills

We feel justified in saying that AMERICAN LAW mated with well br.-d
QUICK IN RESULT· mares, will be tbe equal of any norse in the State as a aire of extreme speed; ao<l
invite the breeders of Oxford County to visit Mountain View Farm and know
Oive prompt relief from BACKACHE, we
about American Law.

TONIC IN ACTION

Will make tbe

South

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY

PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

TERMS:

Înd.,

Paris,

$25.00

most

useful

little

present,

to warrant or

jy Full pedigree

sent on

)

{In

DRY-MASH

Dr. Mil Tan

ISAAC W. ALLEN,
Bankruptcy,
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Isaac W. Alien, in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day of
Feb., A. D. 1912, the said Isaac W. Allen was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Orel
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the '28th day of Feb., A. D. 1912, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditor· may attend, prove their claims, Home office, 548^ Congress
Street, Portappointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
will be at bis Norway office, over C.
land,
come before said meeting.
South Parts, Feb. 10,1912.
P. Ridlon's store, Main Street,
WALTEB L.GRAY,
79
Referee la Bankruptcy.

OCULIST,

FRIDAY, MARCH 1β,

FOB SALE.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
ro

close out odd

ON

KILL

Carpets
pattern*

MP
00 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

an

4ant free. Oldest sgancy for soenr

Patents taken through Mann
rptcui notlu, without char*·, tn t

Scientific Jfmerkaii.

and clean

up stock.

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danfbrth

NORWAY.

St*.,

MAINE.

Sheathing.

Spruce and fir. For sale by
J. A. KENNEY,
South Paris.
*5t(

COUCH

TU»

AMD ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

OPARAyTBgP BATISFAOTOBI
OB MOOTT BEFUHPgP.
•

Wood,
Slab Wood,
Edgings,

Cord

Stove Wood and
Goal

A.W.WALKER&SON,
South

MAKE·
THEM

LAY OR.

Λ
BUST
GOLDEN EGGS

Paris, Maine.

^

Talk about your "Goose and the GoMm
Ems." Your hens and The Parkft Pollard DRÏMASH combined beat them a whole block.
Every one of your hens will lay "Gold»*
Eggs" if you feed them The Park & PolUrJ

Dry-Mash

and Scratch Feed

No tide stepping or excuse·—they LAY of
BUST, and they don't bast
Get their Almanac and Yearbook, and lesm
all about the wonderful feed that is sold on the
"money back plan."
Peed the maturing pullets GROWING FEET
and DRY-MASH mirrd. but as soon as they
begin to lay, give them the DRY-MASH
straight.
Don't delay, get them started now and you
will have eggs all winter. There are no
ju't
as good" feeds and
you have no time to try
them -·|μ art too high.
_

Fox* Sale by

C. B.

Cummings

Norway,

LUNC8

mem*

TNADS MARKS

•lulckly ascertain
opinion free whether
Invention la probably r
lions strictly oonfldc

CUR·

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Patents
Demon·
COPVNMHTR AC.
Anyone sending a sketch and (kwMhamay
our

—

season,

7*15

Paris.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

for the

THE PARK & POLLARD CO.

per from a bottle of "L. P." Atwood's

Maine.

$16.00

application.

In-

medicine, stating your experience or
opinion of the remedy. Write today
to the L· F. Medicine Co., Portland,

Maine.

payable at the time of first service. Apply to Ε. M. Thayer.
South Paris, Me., in charge, or J. Frank Howland, 320 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.

South Paris,

A. E. S11UBTLEFF A CO.,
β. E. NEWELL A CO.,

In the matter of

of 1012 at

Mountain View Farm,

BLADDER and all

HAVK HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
B. A. Davis, 627 Washington St., Conoersville,
is in hi· 85th year. Ho writes us: "I hate
a tel j suffered much from my kiduo) s and bladder I had sever· backachos and my kldsey action
was too (raquent, causing me to lose much sleep
at night, and in my bladder there was constant
pain. I took FoUr Kidney Pills for some time,
and am now free of all trouble and again able to
be up and around. Foley Kidney Fills Lave ray
fcighaat recommendation.'1

season

and the third Priday of each following
Hereford Bull, one year old, girths montb. At Rumford office 2nd Priday
At my farm on road from of each month. Eyes treated. Glasses
dispensable to every housekeeper, » 6 ft.
needle book, containing forty of the South Paris to Buckfield.
fitted. All work guaranteed.
HENRY W. WHITMAN,
best needles made, will be sent free to
R. F. D. i, Buckfield, Me.
With your request for
any address.
this needle book, enclose a yellow wrapJan. 30, 191a.
th*
▲

1912

AMERICAN LAW33697

Delicious, Crisp

E. P. Crockett,

Longer

WILL STAND IN STUD

1012

annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
they explained,

"Why, you see."
"when we made you our size we forgot to make you our strength, and so
of course when you stamped your foot
you knocked down the whole tree."
"I didn't
•Tm sorry," said Tom.
Jcnow 1 was so strong."
"Oh, well, It doesn't matter," said
the fairy. "We can easily get another
tree. But first we'd better make you
your own size again. Tou are much too

You will find

your rubbers before your feet get wet.

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,

It was an uetoninnoa smau uoj mm KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE
crawled out from the broken branches.
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of thi
"What has happened? What made
It fall like that?" be asked the ruffled KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
:ompany of fairies who came climbing
out of the wreck of the tree.

-

GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS

catalog.

thought she
off," but when she
remurked 'Tresto.
change!" he suddenly discovered that
he had changed—to the size of the

head of the stairs the fairy opened α
little door and led Tom into a tiny
room, the walls of which were draped

Glove Rubbers,

■

Fit Better and Wear
Playerpia- Look Better,
prices
than any other kind.

right.

Send for

4114

for you.

"Well, boy creature," said the fairy,
"what did you come here fori"
"I came here to live," aoswered
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Tom. "I'm tired of houses and collars
Instruction Books,
and brushing my hair."
at
"Very well." said the fairy; "that's nos always in stock
easily arranged." And she waved her that are

Hatching

Sranlte

_

lived α little boy named Tom Tucker.
Tom had not been brought up In that
hollow tree. In fact, when this story
happened he had lived there only
about an hour. Before that be bad
lived In a house like other sensible
persons, but one sunshiny morning,
were
when all the birds In the wood
calling, he felt that It was a great
trial to have to live In a bouse and
wear collars, and so, without saying

from Wash-

When very light bake about twelve
Â WARNING AGAINST WET FEET.
minutea. Glaze with white of egg or
Wet and chilled feet usually affect the
cornatarob paste.
mucous membrane of the noae, throat
MABSH11ALL0W PINEAPPLE.
and lunga, and la grippe, bronchitis or
Take one-half pound of marabmallowa pneumonia may result. Watoh oarefully,
and out them Into quarter·, pour over particularly the children, and for the
tbem a can of abredded pineapple, dust racking stubborn coughs give Foley'·
with powdered augar and lei atand. Honey and Tar Compound. It soothes
When ready to serve, whip one cupful the Inflamed membranes, and heal· the
of oream and cover the top of the pud· ooogh quickly. Take no aubstitute. A.
E. Shurtleff Co., 8outh Pari·; S. E.
ding.
Newell A Co., Paris.
MABSHlfALLOW

In the middle of a ran splashed
wood there stood an old hollow tree,
and In the hollow of thla tree there

Not a Word From Washington.
"I've Just had a new one sprung on
me," remarked a mnn in a cigar store,
The other day I
a kid too.

First make your mashed potato, putWinkleby gazed at the new triplets
a potato ricer or beating with fatherly pride, but not* s little apit with a fork until very light and fluffy. prehension in his eye, nevertheless.
"What are you thinking, dear?" asked
Fry the sausages until quite brown, and
lay them in the center of the potato. Put Mrs. Winkleby, softly.
the dish in the oven for a few minâtes,
"Nothing, dear, nothing." he said,
and then serve Immediately.
falteringly, "only don't you think that it
would be wiser for us hereafter to build
PINEAPPLE PUDDING.
up our little family on the installment
From a large pineapple cat several plan?"
•lices and line a quart mold with them.
Sufferers who say they have tried
Chop the rest of the pineapple into small
the peopieces in a chopping bowl that will bold everything without benefit are
the juice. Fill a cup with the chopped ple we are looking for. We want them
that
Ely'·
pineapple and another cup with She juice. to know from glad experience
Beat the yolka of four egg·, and mix the Cream Balm will conquer Cold In the
forms
obstinate
and
pineapple juice with them. Put this on Read, Hay Fever,
the fire and atir until it thicken·; then of Nasal Catarrh. This remedy acta
beat it smooth and add the chopped direotly on the Inflamed, sensitive mempineapple and let it cool. Whip up half branes. Cleansing, soothing and healing.
a pint of cream and stir it into the egg One trial will convince you of its healing
and pineapple. Pour the mixture into power. Price 60 cents. AU druggist»,
the mold with the slices of pineapple, or mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren Street,
cover It, and pack in ice, letting It stand New York.
for several bonr*.
Alice—Did your conain have a good
LORD BALTIMOBE CAKE.
time during her visit to Boston?
Kate—I guess so. Mother and I took
The Ingredienta are: Half a cup of
batter, one cap of sugar, eight yolks of to onr beds after she left, and she writes
she
eggs, half a cup of milk, one oup and that she took to her bed as soon as
three-fourths of flour and four level tea- got home.
spoonfuls of baking powder. Mix In
How to oure a cold is a question in
the order given and bake in three layers.
which many are interested juat now.
Put together and cover with the follow·
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has won
ing mixture: Boil one cup and a half of its
great reputation and immense sale by
sugar, and balf a cup of water to 238 deIt oan alits remarkable cure of colds.
grees, F. and pour in a fine stream on the
be depended upon. For sale by
whites of two eggs, beaten dry: then add ways
Howard Co., South Paris.
balf a cap of macaroon orumbs, balf a the Chas. H.
cup of nut meats, one-third a oup of
"I'll give you $2 for this anecdote
candied cherries, out fine, and half a abont Daniel Webster."
teaspoonful, each, of orange and vanilla
"What's the matter with yon?" deextract.
"You gave
manded the back writer.
Pat one cup of sugar In à mixing bowl;
beat into it one-fourth a cup of melted
butter; break in an egg and beat in tbor·
oughly, tben add two square· of chocolate (melted over bot water) tbreefourtbx a teaspoooful of vanilla, half à
cup of flour, half a cup of walnut meat·;
broken In piece·, In the order named.
Spread the mixture evenly iu tin· aWut
•even inches square lined with buttered
paper. Bake about half an hour. Turn
from the pan and at once remove the paper and cut into oblong piece·.

TDM'S HOME IN
A FAIRY TREE.

hours.

ting it through

MACHINES.

L. S. BILLINGS

vegetable filling.

SAUSAGES WITH MASHED POTATO.

SEWING

mi

The

currents.

are

maintain strength for thirty-six

Washington.'

TURNIPS.

a

TRUST

return

prevailing winds

chair in a hurry. 'What's the matter?*
Peel the turnips and boil tbem until I asked. The kid edged near the doot
quite tender. Then out them into slices; and replied, 'He's dead.' And then he
dip the slices into fine breed crumbs, ran out. But he left the message."—
then into beaten egg and again into the
BBEADED

COME AND SEE US.

PARIS

Peruvian

and

a
ington, where I've been negotiating
KINGSLEY PUDDING.
business transaction. Kuowing I would
Soak half a box of gelatine in cold
In a friend's office from 2 until Β
water for half an hour. Beat the yolks be
I left word in
of four eggs and mix with the gelatine. o'clock that afternoon,
mesScald a quart and a pint of milk and the telegraph office to have my
4:30 o'clock a
pour it over the mixture, then atlr in the sage sent there. About
beaten whites of the eggs. Before cool- messenger boy came in and Inquired
ing stir in one dozen cocoannt cakes and for me. 'You're expecting a wire?' be
une dozen macaroons broken into small
asked. I told him I was. 'Sorry,' he
pieces. Serve very cold, either with or said, 'but we can't get a word from
custard sauce.

without a soft

me.

two

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN ACCOUNT,

outpost

Is the meeting place of ocean currents
of very different temperatures, from
the Icy cold waters of the antarctic
drift to the warmth of the Brazilian

from the northwest and west, and these, coming from
the warm regions of the Pacific, conboiling milk,
Pour
cold.
until the custard is
dense Into fogs which the sailors call
it Into either a baking dish or small one- "Cape Horn blankets" and which are
Urd cup· sod cook in a pad of boiliog
the sure forerunners of storms. The
water for fifteen or twenty minutée, acextremely low levels to which the
Is.
oven
the
cording to bow hot
of Tlerra del Fuego descend,
glaciers
SUBPRISE EGGS.
the perpetual congelation of the mibThis is a good way to use any left-over soll, the meeting of conflicting winds
fish. Remove the bones and the skin of
are all
very different temperatures,
from the cooked fish. Pick it In email
to
or indirect causes combining
direct
and
pepper.
piece· and season with salt
most constantly stormy
the
this
make
sauoe
white
Mix with it a little thiok
and enough beaten egg to bind It and let region in the world.
it stand for a while. Boil as many eggs
aa are needed for fifteen minute·, re*
Emerganoy Rations.
move the shells, and cat the eggs la half.
On active service every English solTake oat the yolks end mix them with
dier carries what Is known as an emerbutter, salt, cayenne pepper, and a very
ration, though Its use Is forbidlittle vinegar. Pill the whites with this gency
the order of an officer
mixture. Roll the fish ioto balls and den except by
occasion for Its
form tbem into little neats. In each or In extremity. When
neat put one of the pieces of egg and use arisen the center band Is torn off,
One tin
mold the fieb around ir, covering the top. and two tins are dtuclusod.
then
Dip each ball Into beaten egg and the contains one-quarter iiound of conceninto fine bread crumb·, repeating
beef and the other one-quarter
In deep trated
process in a few minutes. Pry
pound of cocoa paste. These rations
fat.
is availcan be eateu dry. but if water
EGGS WITH OYSTER SAUCE.
able greater benefit can be derived.
Scald ten oysters In their own liquor. An ounce of the beef boiled for an
Remove the oyaters and cut them Into hour makes a pint of tea; by simmersmall pieces. Melt s tablespoonful of
In a
ing one ounce of the cocoa paste
butter in a aaucepan and stir in gradualof water for a quarter of an hour
Next
piut
flour.
of
two
tablespoonfuls
ly
of good strength Is obstir in a cnp and a half of milk and the a liquid cocoa
with
salt, tained. If Die ration is eaten in small
season
liquor,
oyster
to
lemon juice
pepper, half a teaspoonful of
quantities at a time It Is calculated
of

I'm

RURAL FREE DELIVERY.
THE TELEPHONE.

CHECK

Redpas.

OBANGE CUSTAXD.
Ne. 1644.—Word Square.
Mix together half a οαρ of sugar, the
exhibL An occasional or periodical
beaten yolks of six egg·, the J^lo· of a
it of agricultural products, manufac- large orange, half kbe peel grated. When
turée or other articles of value or in- well beaten pour In slowly a pint of
beating all the time

Bread, cake and pastry better than ever
before, reward
the cook
who uses
William
Tel1 ^lour·
Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our

loeâw el leHwt to Uw lâdlw
Oorrwpondeaoe
UaoOolted. Addna·: Editor Bokduiui'
Comm. Oxford Democrat, Sooth Part», Me.
on

ttarms That Itat About the Horn.
The waters of Cape Horn hare never
been unvlslted by storms for more
than a week of two at a stretch withon
in the memory of man. Standing
of the world, Cape Horn
the

& Sons,
Me

For Sale.
Excellent fruit and dairy farm,
located in South Hartford.
Southwest

slope,

cuts

40 tons

hay, plenty

pasture and woodland and large
amount of young growth.
barn. 1 mile to railroad.

and

42tf

farming

tools if desired.

90-foot

Stock

L. A. RICKER,
Buckfield, Me.

noncK.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
haa been duly appointed aamlnlatntor with the
will aanexea o( the estate of
HARRIET M. CHA8E late of Peru,
la the Coanty «I Oxford, deoeesed, and gt
bond· aa the law directe. AU peieou havtar
demanda ualnat the eetate of aald deeea»eii
an dealred to preaéat the um tor Mttle·
meat, and all Indebted thereto an nqnaetod to
BAkl DAYOM&t ImmtiltltlT
reb.itth, m
eibiei w. OOM

